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FOREWORD.

,Thia bibliogra, phy is not igt4nded to be an e haustive survey of
all Studies relating to prediction of parole or linquency0 It was
,undertaken to review those studies whose result would assist -in t e
selection of prerelease indicators of successful adjustment of military
prisoners. An attervt was made to include the major studies,military
and civilian, 1i7 the areas of parole and delinquency prediction'.

-Studies.depling with.the general problem are inserted'prior to the
empitIcal research,in an attempt to first give the reader an overview
of t he. topid, .

a

.

:v :
Work Unit RETURN was conducted at flumRRO, Division No. 2, Fort

Knox, Kentuc14, The Division DirectOr is.Dr. Donald F. Haggard. The
Work'Unit Leader during preparation of this bibliography was William C.
Oshoin, who was assisted by James, H. Harris. SP4 Robert L. Dyer was
the military research assistant. The Military Ohief of the Armor HRU
is LTC Willis Pratt.
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'' INTRODUCTION
0

PURPOSE

Offenders and the requirements, for pr cessing,them through the
militiry justice system present s major prdblem for the Army. For

the udit commander they are a weak point in his command since they
do riot perform their duties and are sources of aktruptive infldence.
In general, thdy are costly in that they take up the time of line,
legal, and confinement personnel; and, are wasteful of funds which
must be used for apprehension, legal procedures; and confinekent

The eutrent approach to thes,operation of the military justice
system, as indicated by the, objectives of the Army Correctional Pro-
gram (ACP), places emphasis on correctional treatment and maximization

-of the number of offenders returned to duty with potential: for success-
ful adjustment to Army life. In order to attain this end, offender-s
who will not, or cannot, effectively respond to-correction treatment
must be identified and separately processed. Effective correctional
treatment programs must be developed and implemented for those
rifted as haviiikpotentiel for successful,, post- related adjustment.

Estimating the_ probability of igrqfender's post-release. success,
or the efficiency of a treatment pragviam, is a major decision- making
function. Without the aid of validated decision-making tools the
commander must make this, decision on'the basis'of personal eicperi(ence
and judgment and often with minimal information.

This anno ated bibliography examines the iethod and findings of
many of the maj r civilian And military studies in the areas of prel
diction of delinquency and pirole "ncoess.

SCOPE. OF THE PROBLEA.,
;

,

1,

:Thestotal population oDihe Army correctional facilities during
the last 25 years has fluctuated from one-half of one percent to over
two percent of all the personnel in bhe Army; Absent Without Leyve
{AWOL) is-the most frequentamilitdry offense.

An example of the problems of military delinquency are emphasized
in-the following description of one Army post. The,personnel'strength
for, the first nine months of 1971,wassliptiy under 30,000. The .

`,,i stockade. population averaged 277 men and the. Personnel Correctiorial,
1;,Facility.(PCF) averaged 731 then. The PCF is used for holding men for
-lesser offenses or'those who are awaiting trial. The AWOL.ratd at
the s

\dkade has averaged 4.3% while.the AWOL rate at,the PCF averaged
(19...5% The overall- rate, excluding the stockade and the PCF, for FY
1971 wys 1.83%. As can be readily seen from these kigures there is a

3
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definite need for an effective instrumenPto determine who will profit
?tom PCF placement. ' %.

1

To emphasize the problem of delinquency in civilian Life; the
Department of Health, Education and Welfae_IDHEW) reports that
nationwide in 1968 there were 900,000 juvenile court Cases involving
774,000 children. That 'represents 2.5% of Aljohildren in the United
States up to the age of 17. Obviously, 'thek,%fhe tarly identification
of potential offenders.is of paramount-importance in alleviating the
problem of delinquency.

4. 4

I

4
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PART II

ANNOTAEED SUMMARY OF GENER4L STUDIES. IN
PREDICTION OF CIVILIAN DELINQUENCY AND PAROLE SUCCESS

. .

4
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1. chueseler; Karl F. "Parole predictiOn; its history and status,"
.0ournar Criminal Law, CfkiniinologfarA Police Science,..0ezember
1954, (4) 425v431. s

.,
a;

-Problem

To review the history and status- of parole predfction..
. .

Scope

A comprehensive analysis of parole prediction frdm.its first
advocate in 1923, Hornell Hart, through Daniel Glaserl theoretical
concepts.

Discussion

One of the first to advocate predicting paroleadjustm t was
Hornell Hart. In a 1923 paper he hypothesizid an experiedcetable of
items prognostic of parole success. Burgess (1928) applied the idea-

.

to 3,0QQRarklgkaLfroma11intd:s prisms.. 11.1.4 methqd.ioulved cross-
classifying cases according to (1) outome on parole, and (2) 21 items
of possible significance (such as type of offense, nationality, etc.).
A parole rate was computed for each person by giving one point to
each sub - classification that had a.viplation rate lower than the
overall rate, then, violation rates could be determined for selected
score intervals.'

fR I-,

During the same time period (late I920's), the Gluecks attempted

1"

.

to predict the postparole adjustment of slightly less tfian'500 pa-
rolees from the Massachusetts Reformatory. Their method was similar
to Burgess. Parolees werescored on six to thirteen items and the
items were weighted according to their capability to differentiate
outcome groups.

In. 1931, G.B.'Vold conducted a study to assess the variability of
samples and the effect of weighting factors. By randomly dividing'his
sample of 1,192 Minnesota parolees, he was able to illustrate empiri-
eAlly that score-Specific violation fates differed, just as a matter
of chance. Another major finding was that weighted and unweighted
scores arranged parole cases from 'high to low approximately the same
(r.1.9.2). (Recent research has weakened this finding.)

Various later studies sought to answer specific prcliolems in pre-
'diction:'

Sanders sought check the constancy of score-specific violation, -

rates. Be devised an experience table from 5,683 Fed11 parolees and
applied the results to ,a follow-up. sample,of 2,838 parolees. The vio-
lation rates in the'foll,ow-upksample were, quite erratic. The Pindino

,;

6
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' A
1)7'brought to light the possibility that reliable factors dm,ohe period

bay be veritnreliAble in the almost immediate futUre.

Laune investigated the correlation between prediction scores ands
inmate personal knowledge. He solicited the opinions 'of inmate
friends of 150 parole prospects and then correlated those with Burgess
prediction scores. There was'a tair,cosrelation (.34 r .54), but
later validation revealed inmate opinions are no better than objective
scores.

Jenkins (a psychiatrist) score delinquent parolee boys on
95 items,.iricluding 28 personality characteristics.. He found no
proof that psychiatric information improved predictive efficiency sir
nificantly over objective items.

Ohlin and Duncadproposed an ",Index of Rredietivto.Efficiency,"
which'is defined as the percentage' Mange in,prediction
ing-from the use of an experience table instead of the overall-rate. .,

The index, was applied to 22.published tables and the computed average
reduction in error was found to be 16%. The low findings are-due
mainly to the heavy' concentration of parole candidates in the middle
range of store interv'als,mhere violation rates are very close to the
average.

.6

e The 1928 and 1 313-7uTilinois_gxperience Tables" were revald:dated
'by Ohlin and Hakeem respectively. Thitesults_in both cases were shlt

. ' the observed rates of parole violation were sign,ificy lower_than
__,/ the expected rates:. To meet this difficult); Ohlin devised a method

t to annually adjtist the-experience table.A- ,
. . . . ,

.
1

ic;,rby investigated the efficiency of weighting experience table.
items by means of the principle of least 'squares. His sample was 455
Federal Parolees. His results indicate this method was slightly more'
efficient than a comparable table with dbitrary,weights and about
10% more efficient than 'a ,blanket prediction based .On the overall rate.'

Glaser has taken a different approach thdn most prediction re-
searchers.' He devised his table arounda theoretical concept. He
4;potheSized that prospective violators could be,distinguished from
non-violators by the degree towhichthey identified with criminality '

as a way of life. A seven-item scale scored pergons Oh their ';dif-
ferential identification" with crimiklallty. The redUlts were somewhat

' superior'to Ohlin's 12-factor "IiIindis Experience e,s'Iand they
^ uphold the belief'that theoretical research should b superior to

merely manipulating avAlable data.
-----

.

- ___I___________

2. Venezia, Pete'e S: "Delinquency: A critique and a suggestion," Journal '.

of Research in Crime and Delinquency, 1971, 80.).!. 108-417.
, 0

.

8
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Problem .k...J. 1

.:

X -,- . .

. To contrdll

.. -

delinquent behavior+b,S7 identifying those individuals who
06 . !

will'beeffme delinquent. $

I

Scope , . _.

If,
'

. Some prOblets of predictiondevices.

Discussion ..

.1
...

. .

* , 0
.

'1. Many scales; including tip KD Pioneness Scale, the Socialization
(So) scale of theSalgornia Psy6hological Inyentory (CPI)., and parts
of.the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Invenebry (M PI) have had poor

o.
ik success when applied to young-bampjes because yOung delinquents lack the

readlg ability and language dit6elopmen45necesaar); to. take the tests
(e.g.; Hathaway and Monachesi believed the most striking charactenistics
of their delinquent MMPI study was OS numberof delinquents who failed

4 to answer carefully or consistently'or read well enough to take
_,

the?test) . .' . '.
.

. 1 .,. .
-2. Validation studies involving instittitionalizeA delinquents and

an equal number of non-delinquents yield inflated'estimes of.Dre4ie-
tive efficiency. ,.to

3% .Many tests may only,be administered or, scored by, trained indi-
viduals. .These are ,not practical ,(e.g., the Glueck studies invblved '..

specially trained social worlers and psychologists gainirig subjective
information from hothe visits). . %

.

,

14'., The content of many tests is'objectionable (e.g., the MMPI and

,the, 0 neck studies have come under Criticism for-invasion of privacyY.
."'

'

5. In applying a test; the tester oust be aware of the danger of
labeling children and the risk Af the self-fulfilling prophecy coming
true. 's

'

.1

6. Interventions into a chilli's- life, after he is identified as_a
potential dellnquen, must be. in -response to his current needs,. not as

at effoit,to change the entire- fabric of his life.

Venezia believes the most promising apprqach to delinquency preven-
tion is to focus upOn the ybung child in the sthool environment., 'Many
studies-point to the abilit of school teachers in identifying early
stages of maladjustment. Teachers obtain objective and subjective data
without invading the child's privacy. Preventive intervention could be

' badea on current, needs instead of future, behavior, There would be nO
need to label children. And, theoretiCally at least, dealing with Cur-
rent problems should reduce future maladaptive behavior -- including
delinquency. -id .

s

4).-

a
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'3.- -Rogers, Joseph W and Rayner, Norman.S. "Opi'lmism and accuracy in'
the perdeptpn of selected parole prediction times," Social..

. . ..., ,Forces,,March 1968, 46(3), 388 -400.

4.

4

. -
Problem

To determine tie aongrnency_or "perceptual accuracy of the.per-
ceptions by respondents at various points inthe corrections system
of the importance of predictive value as empirically determined.-

Subjects

4'

Four hundred and fifteen (415) incumbents.in 10 professional
: corrections Occupations. Thu subjects ranged erom'ihe-,correctpnal.

4 ! /
institution, custodial staff to members of citizens'councils.'

s-

§cope,

.4

Subjects were asked to assess "the relativemerit or worth" of-
20 items for predicting a man's success '13n pArale. Each item was

4 'rated on a seven-point scale from very favonsbleillivery unfavorable
"to patole success. Correctnepa of rater position response was deter-
mined by 'dividing the items fqr which empirical information was.
available into favorable, unfavorable, andrneutral groups. The occu-
Pitional positions were then rated on the basis Of the percentage of
positional incumbents Correctly-rating each item.

Results and Conclusions

. . -.
Parole boards were high ranking in both optimism and accuracy

.

. %

1
1

Correction 1 institution staff (other) were high in optimism
f

and medium in ace acy (5,2), as were the'citizetta' Council members
...

(6,1).
. - .,

. Judges, were medium in optimism and high in accuracy,(1,7) .

4

Correctional institution treatmT staff were medium n both
optimism and accuracy (7,5). .

.N ._,-

Correctional institution staff custody were medium in opFernism
and low, in accuracy (8,6), as were police Chiefs (10,4).

Prosecuting attorneys were low in optimismfand high in accuracy
(3,10).

. Parole staff was law inoptimisa and medium in accuracy (4,8):
t.

Law enforcement officers were low in both optimism and accuracy
(9,9).

10

o it\

.4

1,



4. Rogers, Joseph W. "Parole prediction in three dithensions: Theory,
prediction and perception," Sociology and Social Research, 1968,
52(4), 377-391.

Problem

To examine the congruency and discrtpancy among parge predic-
. tion theory,,generaf'research,results, and theperceptions of people
in the parole process on relevant parole variable.

Subjects

Four hundred-and fifteen, (415)-Nespondents representing law
en p cement officers, prosecuting attorneys, Superior Court judges,
corr ctional institution staff Members; parole board members, 'probe-,
tion and parole staff members!, And a,citd.zens council.

t.

Scope

'Twenty parole prediction variables were examined and judged to
be favorable (P), vnfavoralhe,(U); and neutral (N) to successful'
parole in term§ of theory present research findings, and perception
of corrections workers. Items were.ratedPe U, or N by using Glaser's
960) modification of Sutherland's "Diffetential Association. Theory,"

plus the concept of alienatiel, traditional beliefs associated with
the legal process, and non-crl!tinal employMent.

The research results were'hased on 10 popular studie s. The pa-
role process workers' perceptions were rated F if (I) :14 least r60% of
all respondents rated the item 1,'2, or 3 on a seven-item scale; (2)
at least 70% of all respondents in. each occupational category rated
the item 1, 2, or 3; and (3) the overall model category fell within,
1-2. The same proceSs applied inversely fur unfavorable items.

Results and Conclusions
d PC'

'\
The author concludes that while it is true that. there has..4.eu a 0,,

lag in accepting parole pred?ction instruments, there is.congruency '

among theory, research, and perception of certain parole pte4ction
,

items.
'1' `1,\\\,..

Perceptual accuracy seems to vary directly with edudation, income,
self-rank, distance from the offense (Cr victim), and Contact with
parole boards or judges. ,

The three dimensions all's,Agreed, on 8 of the 20 items: Good .1,fic

employment record before incarceration (F); Sustained family, interest
while incarcerated (F); First bffense (F); Used incarceration period
constructively (F); long delinquency record (U); Forgery (U); Frequent



4
alcohbl usage (0); and Inadequate employment while on parole (U).

The predictqd success and general research results agree on five
items: Left home when young (F); Homicide (F); Forcible rape (F);
Other.eex Crimes (F); and Burglary (U).

.

General research and perceived success results agree on seven
Itebs:. Incarcerated for morewthen two years (N); Committed crime with
three or more accomplices (g);.4gro.(N); Divorced (N); Parents
dlvotced CdMmitted.crime alone (N); and Armed robbery (N).

In no case, was there total disagreement.'

. (5

5. Balogh; Joseph K, "Increasing reliability and validity in juvenile
'delinquency research': A methodological critique," Criminologica,,
1965, 3(2/3),°9-12.

.

Problem

*wro provide methodological techniqueA for increasing reliability
and validity in contemporary juvenile delinquency research.

Scope .
11

. -.. . . i 3*
, An analysi of scaling and sampling-uocedures,..statistical

. .

iechniques for purpose of measurement, the use c clinical tests,
the element of bias, and the role of the researcher and clinician:,

-Results and 'Conclusions

-12

4'1. The use of systematic and objective ideas for differential
diagnosis, in the classification of juvenile delinquency is vital,
howeVer,' no single approach can be utilized and. be always universally
applicable to all cases.'

2, _Convantly stress a control-oriented approach.

11. gist differeAtiate.between children "in need of .help" and
yotential delinquents." ?,

4. Need an experimental design which will give functional
dityy

5% "Social 4efinition and
large .elements inAe causes of

6. Statistical procedures
present research, Pieconceived

r

self-identification are apparently
some delinquents'."

shovld be considered as vital to'
notions must be avoided; as should'



y

the rejection Of seemigly contrary fiOres. Be extremely, careful

about assigning
one may IA the
pared.

ausation, for; 'often 4cotbination,of factois,'not

use. Only data that is compatible should ke Com-
.

r
7

..
t

7. Soke score differences may be caused bythe following:
Analysis factorso mechanical ,factors; administra ve.techniques, un-

Tclear measuring Astrumenst inadequate sampling of itethi,'instruc-
tional and transient personal factors,.differences in che,charac-
teristic being tested and the difference in bter characteristics,of
the individual.

8.. Scaling methodology may,raise some -questions: In what way
was the scale validated? What techniques were bled? Does the con-
tinuum have known limits? Was the test giyen uni- or multi-dimen-.
sionally? 'Was the position arbitrarily assigned or fixed by testing?

,9. Reliability presents many questions: Did uniform training-

1 haye an effect? Don. the compression of the scale have an effect?
What effect did duiping of the scale have? Were some values used
more frequentlyZ What effect didthe number of categories-have?'

6. 7Evjeill Victor H$ "Current thinking on parOleprediction tables,"
Crime and Delinquency, July 1962, 8(3), 215-;238.

Problem

'

To discuss- the current status of parole prediction_ as it is.used
throughout the 'United Stakep,

.,..
,411,*

Scope
. ,

1 0
0".7.

An analysis of the usefulness of. parole prediction tables in
terms of their use by various parole boards throughout the United
States,

,

Discussion
a

. . ,

In 1961, a farm was sent to 48 state parole .boards, the Nei,'

New York City Parole Board', the U.S. Army, Canada,and the District,
Of Columbia to see what paroll prediction devices were in use, or
had been in use. Four states,weie found using devices and a fifth'

/ had utilized a device in the 14M's. . - 1
. .

Illinois adopted a program in 1928, and since 1933 a full time
. .stalf member has been at all male institutions to compute prospective

parolee success rates based'on theexperience of past parolees with
similar'backgrounds.

.

)

13 .

.



. .
. - . .

Ohio has developed a parole_ prediction index from responses ob-
., tained from,the Minnesota Multiphasic c-Personality Inventor (MM?I).

This program started operation.in 1961. %.
.

.
' 1

The Calif.9.F4ia Yduth Authority an6Dapartment of Corrections have
an eXtensive.progrsm of base expectancies r(see McEackern).

'% . -. .-.. . .

. ..

. The:Colorado Parole Board was developing prediction statistics at
.: e.t

the time of thid survey; '. ..- -- , . .

.

Minnesota had experimented with the Ohlin prediction report in the
50s, but was hot uailg prediction tables when polled. .

.,
:-2 .

. .

Evjen polled 44 professionals concerning their reactions to pre-. .

diction statistics. Represented were 24 criMinologists and sociolo
gists (C); 11 parole board members (PB); 8'prison administrators (P);
and 1 probation-adm4.nistrator (PR). Nine reapondentswere.authors of
crimin6logy:texts.:-_ . . ''

,

teyenty7five,peicentbelieved,in the potential value of prediction
statistics, while- 25%.questioned the value of prediction statistics.

.-

Topical highlights of the-supportive arguments included:

01

Prediction tables are a
useful guide to one's
,own thinking;, .

J

.0
Prediction scorg is for
groups and may not fit
the,specific'prisoner
concerned.

Prediction scales do not
tonsider future factors.

Prediction fables overlook
sulljective elements not
easily measured.

Predictipn tables do not
account for the impact of .

prison life do the parolee.
4

.
-...*

C PB P . PR

(24) (11) (8) .(1)

15, 8

6 1 . 1

3 1 1.

2 '1 1-

5 1 . 1



".

There seems tobe a generafresistance to the actuarial approach.
Parole Boards do not want to feel bound by tables. There are legal
.restrictions; there is a stigaaa on,the prisoner classified as a poor
parole ri'4.,°:.and there is a.general belief that more reseirch is

:ndeded.

- .

7. Lejins, Peter P: "Pardle prediction--An introductory statement,"
Crime and'Delinquendy, July 1962, 8(3), 209-210

Pioblem

k preface to an issue of Crime and Delinquency devoted to pre-
diction.

Scope

To identify issues of longstanding controversy on prediction.

Discussion

The overall conclusion is that parole professionals cannot af-
ford to miss the advantages obtained by the judicious use of,experi-.
ence tables. However, the following' areas. of concern must be more
thoroughly analyzed and researched:

4'

1: .Weightingiof predictive factors or no weighting

'2. Comparative importance
.!'

Of dynamic versus static factors

3. Evaluation of coxr'ect3 onal process

4. Inconsistency of prediction based on diffeentpoiSulations
,

of parolees.

.-.
1...

.., .

5. Need for continuOus adjustment of 15peiience .tables.

ttempts to evelop an index of predictive efficiency

7. h f. most meaningful predictive factorg:

8., Experience tables versus the case study method

8. ,Dean, C.W., and Duggan, Thomas J. "Problems n.Parole prediction: A
historical 'analysis," Social Problems, 1968, 15(4), 450- 459.

Problem

o discussproblems in papole.prediction.

11
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. Scope

A comprehensive review of past efforts to predict parole outcome.

Dispussion

r
A review of padt 'efforts to.predict j3arole Outcome.indicates
although'there\have been some recent improvement's in the

methodology, there has been no appreciable increase in predictive
power. To related reasons for this are-evident. First, Vile preyan,,

lent use of prisbn files as a data source limits the kind of research
questions 'which can be asked. Second, the non-theoretical nature of.
this research has preYentedasystematio accumulation of knowledge
relative to-this problem. Tr a success of future efforts, depends on
whether.cparole prediction research conforms to the basic require- i

ments of Scientific investigation which include utilizing theoretical
guidelines and se*cting vatiables on the basis' of their theoretical
relevance insteaeOf on .their availability in prison files,

, 9. Meehl, Paul E.,.41d Rosen, Albert. "Antecedent pibbability smckthe
efficiency of psychometric signs, patterns,.or cutting scores,"

u Psychological Bulletin, 1955, 5(3), 194-216. .

Problem

To offer advice to aid in evaluatingjredictiOn studies.Z

Scope

A.critique of two studies dealing with delinquency prediction
(Danielson and Clark, 1954 and Glueck and Glueck, 1950). The studies
are discussed in view of ttie criterion of Meehl and Rosen.

Discussion

In-order for a psychometric sign, pattern, or cutting score to
be of practical value, it must be viewed in light of its Intrinsic
vslidity and the actual. base rates. Many times when ehe base rates
of the criterion classificatidh deviate greatly from a 50-50 split,
a test sign having'modetate'validity will result in greater error
than simply predicting on the basis of the base rate.

The must be wary in accepting validity'established
in small sample studies as th4often. do not yield accurate infor-
matiOn concerning the test parameters. Also, great,care must be ,

used in applying'information froth. one population to another that
has the same parameters, as the fiew popul tion might have a different
base rate which may change the correct de isions. Formulas utilizing

,

16'
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8;

Bayes' Theorem are presented for determining'limits upon relations
among thelaasa rates, alse,negative rate, and the false positive rate.

The authors critique two studies dealing with delinquency predic-
tion in view off.their criterion: The studies critiqued are Danielson
and Clark (1954)aad Glueck and Glueck (1950).

. .

10: Ward, P.G. "Validating'Validating prediction scales: 'Ale case of the false

technique,"--Briiksh Journal of Criminology, 1963, 1(1),'36-44.

II

Problem .

/

To examine the most common technique of validation of predicti6n
"cales.and some of.the major problems recognized in the field of.pre-
diction of delinquency.

gircope

To apply data derived from atnown group of delinquents and non-
,

delinquents 61.1 a population where the delinquent-non-delinquent status
is not known (e.g., Glueck and Gluecet 1950). Excluding validity,

4'three other conditions_must be met:

1. The original and validation samples must be samples of the
same population,

.2. The social conditions must remain stable over the period of
tiM'e)etween

3. The original and validation samples must both be represen-'

tativecof the lbpulation.

Discussion Ir'

'
.

Ward believes that much of the argument, concerning the efficiency

of prediCtion scales could be eliminated if the Mannheim and Wilkins
(1955) definition of efficiency was,adopted. Re thinks validatiOn

studies should be restricted to demolistratinehe exisfoxIce:of a sig-
nificant positive correlation betften drevidusly;establialred predic-

. tibn scale and delinquency in an, indepe ent random aamio le.

:

Reducing delinqutency it the final aim and this depends more on.,,,,

increasing the efficiency of treatment techniques; rddhdr then ph in

. creasing scale efficiencies: Ward suggests testing the,tadividual
_appro'achin preventing delinquency versus the community service ap-

,,.4.proach against a-no-treatment_control.group. The'decision of effec-

tiveness should be made In term of dearease.in,rate of delinquency
-

`.per dollar. ,., ,

1

C`
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11. Glaser,'Daniel. "Prediction tables as accounting devices for judges
and parole boards," Crime and Delinquency, July 1962, 6(3),,-
'23g-258.

Jt

0

,

Problem

To use various typologies to analyze the results of parolees
prom an Illinois penitentiary between 1940-1949. ,

Scope

.

The typ ogies used were: \
a

1. Ps chiatrist or sociolqgik prognosis for success, from
%,;'favdra'hle" "unfavorable." ') ,

..
0

2. Utilizing a "Social Development Pattern" according to the
inmates' behavior prior to their present offense. Inmate data was
gathered from prison records.

PI
3. Ascertaining ihmate'age when first leaving home (or foster

home) for'six months or more.

4. Utilizing a seven- eor prediction score, including 2 and
3 above, plus previous sentences, type of offense, education, and use
of-prison time Each item was rated from +2 to -2%

,
,Discussion

.

Glaser states that the results of the various approaches corre-.,
r sporid to a review of 30 articles in which the case study method was

neverfound,more accUrate.thanthe statistical approach; he advocates
the use of configuration tables.

Oe
Results from a study Glaser conducted.with over 13000 male

Federal parolees released in 1956 and followed-up in 1469 are re-
ported. Forty-eight percent had some poSt-release 'arrest records,
but only 35% were-returned ta-priSon, '6'elaying out of prison was the
I,I

success It
criterion. ,

- '

Each inmate: Was classified on 63 variables found in his prison
reCords: .OffSnSe, conviction, sentence, family, background, child-
hood ; and type of,empioyment, aligholism, drug addictiops.or
usage,,marital record, psychiatric or psyChological evaluations

'-'prison assignMents, disciplinary, reiorts, self-improvement'actAri-
tiescommunication with outad.ders, and release plant anc ar?ange-
ments. 7

In
f

order to obtain more striking extreme groups a middle-risk,
'group was arbitrarily defined 'as those onethird the difference above,

0 e
%
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4
and one-third the difference below 5; meaning above 76.7% was the
high success group and below 43.3% as the unfavorable success group:
The 63 variables were then examined to see which placed the greatest
number of individuals out of the middle-risk group. .

The most discriminatory variables include: prior Convictions,
age at release, satisfactory:prison adjustment, and prior job his-
tory.

Tfle major function of a prediction table report .is to
make a judge or parole bbardmember aware of whether he is
or against the odds so that he double checks his judgment.
figurationmodel allows judges and parole board members to
effectivenes of qle,most significant variables.

,

.

7,41.1

4re

t

..

tl

.10

.4%

simply
going with.
The con-
see the

04.
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PART III ,

ANNOTATED SUMMARY OF PS EDICTION
. OF tIVIfIAN DELINQUENCY
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ROse, Gordon. "Early identification of delinquents," British Journal.,.
of Criminology, 1967, 7(1),:6-35.

.

Problem
.>

To analyze cu rent thinking on delinquen6 prediction.
V ft

Scope

A review Of major efforts to predict delinquency in terms of the
instruments used.

Discussion

Minnesota Muliiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI): Hathaway
and,Monachasi (1953, 1957) review its application to' delinquency.
They betiev perbonality variables are tore useful in relation to
delinquency than are environmental variables., The greatest finding,
is that Many_respondents fail to answer the scale darefully; not.
surprising considering that'it was designed for adults,. has 550 items,
and takesan hou a da half to administer. They,conclude that. the
MMPI in its pre ent_form Mb little value as'a prediction tool. ,

..- .

Jesness Inventory: This is a personality inventory developed
specifically for delinquents at the Fricot Ranch School for a call-
fornia Youth Authority study. The scale contains 155 true-false
items, contained under thelfollOwing headings:

?
. ,..

.

Social Maladjustment ' 63 items
A

0

4

Valurie4tation. _ '39.items
. Immaturity 45 items

Autism . 28 items
Alienation , - .26 items
Manifest Aggresion 31 items
WithdraWaI 24 items

. .: Social Anxiety_ 24 items
,Rapresion ,15 items
Denial ' , 20 itdms

.0 . , .'.
rrom these, an Asocial Index can be constructed by omitting immaturity

2:atia4niel. 'The first sample of'boys; 8-14 years of age, included .

*-4,niti.OutionalizeOelinquents and 300 non-delinquents, apid the'
Oiv-yalidatico inclUded 277 delinquent and 368 non-delinquent.. At
its kAst cutting point, it. would identify 752 -of the deiinquentb with

" 65i.triiiVpoSitiUes where the base.rate for delinquents is 20%.
''.',,(Perimant,Sg59 estimated raie-for the' United States). . (See

,

Jesness,
o
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,

KR,Proneness Scale and Checklist: This scale was devel4ecity
Dr. W. kvaraceus,(1945, .1.950) at Bostoft Uniyesity. consists of
75 Ipltiple-choice items coyeri:ng personality, family background,
and'school experience. The checklist contains 70 items to be filled
out by the teacher. J.K. Balogh"has studied the scale extensively'
(1956, 1958, 196d,' 1962), and applied the scale to the largest sample

4 (750 nbn-delinquents, 182 delinquents; and 453 boys tended .

morale"). The "high morale" group was also used by Kvaraceus andll
it included the well-intentioned leaders who made good'gradedifi
school. The scale discrimifiated between delinquents and non-delin-
quents, but was not validatellias a predictive instruilent. Eordua
(1961) attempted to validate it for prediction and concluded it was

more suitedto measu& social class than delinquency,oand as such,
when applied to a sample homogeneous in social class, the KD scale
may not predict at 'all.

California Psychological Inventory (CPI): H.G. Gough of the
University of California, Berkeley, developed this L8 -scale general

personality assessment instrument. The 54-item socialization scale,
purports to measure deipee of social maturity, probity, and attained .

rectitude has been used frequently in-delinquency research. The
theoretical basis of the.scale is. role playing. Gough and Peterson
(1952) CorrecEly iden4fied 78% of a sample of delinquent and non-'
delinquent, however, tRere was no validation. Dinitz and Reckless
(1957p 1958, 1960) and Scarpitti, et al (1960) used the scale to
study the "self-concept" of delinquents.' Rose concludes thathe
socialization scale of the CPI is, unproven for prediction, but ap-
pearb to have possibilities.

v "
Self-Concept Scale: In a series of studies Reckless, Dinitz,,

and .associates (1952=1960) attempted to develop a'scale to measure.
If a subject vidded himself as a delinquent. The pelf-fuliilling
_prophecy was the theoretical rationale. Sixth grade boys selected'
by their teachers as being predelinquent (132) or non-delinquent (222)
were discriminated significantly. Sixteen items correlated well with
the CPI, and this was coUsidered,tote a validation (Donald and,
Dinitz, 1964). This scale is then dependent on teacher opinion and
the eff'ectivene'ss of the CPI.

%.

r.".*

Rosenberg (1965) developed 1 series of self-concept scales which
were administe4a" to 5,024 high school students ing-10 New York schools.
No validation was mentiofied.' The deiinquent%eMerged as having low
self-esteem and being withdrawn and anxious. The instrument was not
used for prediction, but the scales do purport to measure many rele-
vant aspects of behavior: Self-esteem, stability of self-Image,
faith in other people, sensitivity to criticism, feelings of happi-
nessv day dreaming, psychosomatic symptoms, sensitivity to threats
from others, intensity of discussion, parental interest, and relatiori-

% ship with father.

24
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I

Bristol Social Adjustment Guides: These gte statementsto mea-
sure social adjustment of a child as seen by his teacher, social

P4
worker, or residential institution' staff'. D-H. Stott at the Univer-
sity of Glasgow*(Scotland), developed the brief 10 715 mi to kale
.C1956, 1958, 196Q). In'the 1960 sample, 415 delinque on probe-

,

tion, aged 8715, and 404 non-delinquent boys were rated by'their
teachers.. Twenty-three percent of the delinquents and 71% of the
noh- delinquents, fell in the "normal" group, and in the "maladjusted,"
46% and 8% respectively. Stott hypothesizes that when applied to
the entire Glasgow population 'in this age range, and taking int6'ac-
count possible future d inquency of non-delinquents by, the age -spe-
cific base rates, the cal could correctly place between 50 and 75%
of the delifiquent anis 0-lo 90% of the non-delinquent, depending up-

,

on the cutting score.
.

-Mulligan Scale: This scale was developed as pa rt of a long-
term follow-up study of 5,000 British children born In 1948,(Mulli-

'gan; it_ ALL, 1963). It is very short Snd can be filled out by the
,.child's teacher, The scale yields three scoffs: Neryousness,
gressiveness, and a combination of the two. It was administered to
the sample-at the ages of 13 *and 15, and it was found that the ag-

. gressiveness scale correlates highly with delinquents. The predic--

pilie power is Unknown.-

, Rutter'Scale: .This is a Short
V
checklist of ldestions to be. .

answered by the child's teacher and is very similar to the Mulligan
Scale. This scale has been well validated for-the 9-10 age group in
a British sample. The results are "encouraging."

4
0* Behavior Description'Chart: ThO chart; along with a socio-

me;rfc test, "Who Are They," was administered to the sample of
children studied in R.J. Havighurst's Growing Up in River City.' The .

Beh'avior Description Chart Was based on information furnished by some-
one knowing the child, and the children themselves answered the-

. 'sociometric test. Two hundred and forty-Seven (247) boys and 270,
girls were studiga _in the sixth grade and followed through'for nine
years. Twenty percent (50) became delinquent. The scores were
tatggorized in terms of aggression, withdrawal, and good adjustment.

Fifteen of the 47 -aelinquents fell in 'the top 5% of the sggiession
scores, 21.00.Wthe top 10% and 32 in the top 25%. A corrIelation of
.56 for bg14-Awas given for the scores between sixth, seventh, and -

ninth grade. It 11 take other studies to determine if this. scale
has any use as a redlction..

. ,

°Guese Who" Game: This "game" involves a series of derogatory
statements and the child answers who in his class is most like the
Statement. Hartshorne and May designeikthis questionnaire and the
New York State Youth Commissipn (1952) modified it to study 4,520
pupils in grades three to eight 'in 10 schools around Albany, New
York. The "Guess Who" aggressive scale identified 46 of the delin-

,

r
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quentt, and when.a teacher checklist was addedthe rece,delinquent .

ideRtification'increased to TM _ .

^ - . .. i.
, -

The "gate. was used in Yugoslavia (1954) with 2,615 elementary
school childreri....There it identified 54% of the delinquents, .and
'wh&nppoor school achievement. was added, identified nearly all of
them. (The false, positives rrenot listed in this article.)

,.. '.
\

*Glueck Prediction Tablet: Sheldon andEleanor.Glueck have pro-
duced teveraliprediction tables: Comments are directed, toward their ,

. 1950'boqc, Unraveling' Juvenile Delinquency. Five hundred serious
institutionalized, white delinquents were matched"wit 500 non- delin-
quents on ago, geqeral.intelligence, ethnic origin, an residence ..

area. Three tabled were constructed covering: Social background;
five of the character traitdfound in the Rorscharch test; and five
;iersonalltraits fro% thepqychiatric interview, The five-factor
-social baCkgpund scale has.been'the'most popular of the three be-

e' .
cause it.does not depend on as much expertide of the.examiner,.nor
4.s it as subjective as the other two scales,`

. Some of the criticisms that have been made of the study include:
, .

The sample is a matched group,' and as such,' is not what would be.. .

expectiesii,roman.unselected_pormaation;_35%_of.the_dplinquents came
from low delinquency areas and this may indicate different xeasont
for being delinquent; .the offendersare all white; the elinquents
verve "really serious offendere' the emphaiis of the. , ale is on.

. ,

family disorganization and this may ben an unfounded bias; and, the
.4 tcalesare based on the.subjective histories of the twogroups.

....

Bordua (1961) assesses the social background tables accuracy,
.

using the Glueck's:_data, at*81;3% andite.efficiency (that is, per-1

'L..a.,.

.
centage reduction4int,erfor) at 62.1 %, but he points out that using
Perlman's natiohnl;delinquenCy rate of 20%, the efficiency falls to
29.5%.

,

.O..,
0

Many researchers have validated,the.Glueck tables. Those who
have applied the social background table to already known results
include: Black and Glick (1952); R,E. Thompion (1952Y; and others,
cited in ET. Glueck (1960). Studies in which the tables were ap-
plied at the onset,and then followed-up years later include:. New

York City Youth,Board (1957, 1961, 1963); Craig and Glick (1963,
1964), ancrynshington, DyC, Maximum Benefits Project (C.b. Tait and

.

E.F. Hodges, 1962) .

The New York Project'involved,d03 boys entering the.first grade
in two schools.;,, over half were Negro or Puerto Rican. By the age of
18, 14.4 became delinquent. Of the totalosample, 91.7% were correctly
predicted, 81.6% of the delinquents were correctly identified, and
the percent reduction in error was 72.6%.

26,
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The .Washington, D.C. sample studied 116 Negro boys, 9 Negro
'girls, 26 White boys, and 8 White girls betweeri,the ages.of 5 and 14
who were referred for being delinquency prone. Of thaSe, 67.9% 4

became delinquent,_78.5% of, the toal population were correctly iden-d
tifiecf* 80.5% were correctly placed, and the percent reduction in
error was 57.6%.

.

Rose concludes that the results of the Glueck table studies are
hiddedin doubt as to what ought to be predicted and with 'what one
Compares the results. The tables might be very good, or they might
,be very misleading.

t r,
0'

\holo
,

13. Hooke, James F. "Correlates of delinquent be avior,"
Reports, 1971,,28, 795-800,

.1

To delineate some psychological and social variables which*,,
tinguish from non-delinquentadolescents, and to develop an

Problem

dye method for discriminating between the two groups.

Subjects

Two hundred and fifty four (254) delinquents aged 11 to 19
years, who 11.3 been refereed to a Nebraska juvenile county court.for
violation of any statute, and were still enrolled in school. Two
hundred and thirty nine (239) controls were matched for age and sex.

Scope

Used Junior-Senior High'School Personality Questionnaire (UFO);
(IPAT, 1958), and the Color Pyramid Test (CPT, Schaie and Reiss, 1964),
after the Dvorine Color Vision Screening Test had eliminated the
color blind.

Discriminant function was used to extract predictors from the,
large body of data. A computer program based on the iterative tech-
nique was used to derive the multiple biserial correlation, beta-
weights, b-coefficients, and correction for origin. The variables
included: Socioeconomicistatus., 42 CPT scores,.14 HSPQ scores, 3
California Achievement Test scores; age, grade in school to total

..62 variables.

Results and.Co-rnclusions

The results of the non-parametric variables include: Greater
tenden5y for delinquents to come from broken homes (rtet.t .8),
living with persons not their natural parents (rtet = .26), to come,

27
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from lower socioeconomic status home (rtet = -.18).

These results leave too much unexplained variance to be of prac-
tical value.

Criterion.scores (C-scores) were computed for ea subjects.

r Forty variables were contributing to the multiple R when the
cessation criteria were reached,

Using the C-score mean, 90 calling all of thOse tcoring above
'delinquent" correctly identified 76,87 of the delinquents and 75.2%
of the controls. Making a third indeterminite category of + 1/2 SD
of the C-score mean increased accuracy to 86.8% of the delinquents

...4,
and 84.2% of the controls, The indeterminate category contain< 39.5%
of thesuhjectst 0

C-scores for t cross-validation sample were computed with the
same regression weig t . With no indeterminate category, 57.4% of
tht delinquents and 5.8% of the controls were correctly placed, With
the indeterminate category removed, 63.8% of the delinquents and 64%
of the controls were correctly placed, There were 34.9% of the sub-
jects in the indeterminate,category. All four classificationi yielded.
s guificamt7cht7squires-tp702).

De
Le

linquents did not do well 'on scale 8 of. the HSPQ, which is said
to be related to Intelligence. .The delinquents were mord'assdrtive,

less anxious', less .concerned with propriety, less patient, and 141ss
able to tolerate frustration than the controls. The controls were
more at ease, more and generally mdre mature,

The author notes hith delinquents werenot'"very delinquent";.
only one boy had.served a training school sentence, Less than 25%
Imui committed "serious", acts, fewer than 20% had more tharuNene of-
fense in the two years, preceding the study,

1.

14. Tyler, Vernon 0., Jr,,.and'Kelly, Robert F. "Predicting the behavfor
of institutionalized delinquents with--and without--dattell's

.HSPQ," Educational and Psychological Measurement, 1971, 31,
1019-1024.

28

Problem

To predibt behavior of,delinqueOts.within an institution by use
of the High School Personality QuestiOnnaire (HSPQ), (Cattell, et al,
1958).
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Subjects

One hundred and'sixty eight (168).male offenders; aged 14-18 in
a state diagnostic center.

Scope

Forms A and B of the HSPQ were given, plus a 25-item rating
scale to from three to eightof the boys' cottage staff and re- 6

administered after "several months." ,Raw score reliabilities of
tests were calculated along with multiple regression equations for .

prediction of scous on each of the 25 scales, using the Wherry- -

Doolittle method.
4.

Results and ,Conclusions

Reliability of the mean criterion ratings raneed froT .50 to
.92, with a median of .86.

-

Multiple R's for the HSPQ ranged.from
of .30. Alr but orie R was significant (p<
scale ratings produced R's from .34 to ,61

.17 to .41, with a median

.01)., CoObined HSPQ and
(media R=-53) with all R's

significantJPX41)-4-

There was no cross-validation.

The authors admit the predictive efficiency is'low, but maintain
that the results do indicate diagnostic rating showspore promise
than diagnostic testing in a-task of predicting treatment institutionz
behavior,

o

15. Silbeisberg, N.E., and Silberberg, M,C, "SchOol achievement and .

delinquency," Review of Educational'Research,'1971, 41(1), 17*33.

Problem
t

To discuss the history of studies concerning school,. achievement
and delinquency.

. `Scope

A comprehensive analyslis of school achie;temeni and delinquency.

4

4
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Discussion

History

1919 - Miner found 86 %,of institutionalized bays were educationally
retarded.

.

11/21 - Doll found only five'percent of the boys in a New Jersey
fistituiion reached of exceeded average achie,y5ment test

norms.

0

1934 -,Glueck and Glueck (194D) investigated 1,000 delinquents
and found 85% were retarded in school abilities. Sixty-
two percent were.two or more years behind grade placement.

. Eighty-five percent displayed antisocial behavior in school.
Fifty-nine percent tested below, average in intelligence,
but only 13% wire "feebleminded."' Sixty-four percent were
"truanto." The average age of first delinquent.bOavior-
vas nine years, seven months.

e 1950 - Glueck and Glueck's 500 delinquents Matched with 500 Min-
delinquents in respect to ethnic derivation, age, IQ, and_
area of residence. -Their delinquent clool achievement
was far below the non-delinquent.. Tr ancy was the.most
frequent manifestation of. initial ma adjustment. Delin-
qtlents expressed a. violent.dislike of school, resentment

of its restrictions, and, lack of interest in work. Delin-:

quents disliked subjects 'requiring'strict logical reason-.
ing, persistency of effort, and those dependent on memory.

1960 4_Kvarcens summarized_ significant personal' and _41vironmental
o traits of delinquency. long the listed traits (other

thEursocial class and famay-environment) are: Low IQ, ,

"poor" or failure grades, repeating grades, strong dislike
or hostility toward school, truancy, intent to leave school
egxl, vague or no educational-vocational,goals, special

class *cement, feeling that he does net "belong" in the
classroom, and Misbehavior (in 1970, Gath, Tennent, and
Pidduch-found that even when 'delinquents' Ies exceeded

. 115 there was a serious degree of "overall-Oucational
unde4functioning")..

Reading.and-Delinuency
.

.

4 Studied correlating delinquencyAnd reading disab ity have been
hampered due to inconsistencies in defining reading r tardation, but
in general, ev dence supports a relationship between

I

.he two, (Silber -
;berg, Iverdon- and Silberberg, 1969).

,

. . .

1926 - Perceival, in examining causes for school failure found that
.

.,

99% of those first grade studenti not promoted 'failed' in

30
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reading; 90% in grade two and.§1post 70% in grade three.
As Late as grade six, one-third 'Of.the failures were_at-
tributed to poor reading. Roman (1957) suggested "in re-
tracing the course of the development of an individual's
delinquent behavior, it is not unusual to find the trend -
reading retardation. truancy...delinquency...." Studies
by Sullivan 927), Lane and Witty.(1934), Hill (1935), f .
Bond and Fendrich (1936), and others found delinquents
were generally retarded in reading. Gates (1936) found
evidence suggesting a serious reading disability might
eventually lead to criminal activities, dates felt that
reading disabilities disrupted the child's school career
and disturbed personal and social adjustment. Parker
(1940) believed reading disability led to feelings of in-
feriority and frustration which might result in antisocial
or regressive behavior. However, Benning, Feldhusen, and
Thurstone (1968) found that tutored remedial-reading had
no effect on the social adjustment, self-concept, anxiety
level, or reading achievement of fourth grade children who
were disruptive and aggressive in the classroom.. They

also found that aggressive behavior waspredictive of com-
paratively low achievement in school, low social adjust-
ment ratings, continuing higher frequency of aggressive-
disruptive behavior in the classroom, and more frequent

contacts with law enforcement agencies.

There has been little research done in the area of sex
differentials in delinquency. However, it is...known that

boys mitnumbertirls in respect to reading problems.
Silberberg and Feldt (1968) cite findings ranging froth

ratios of '3:1 to 10:1. Data from the state of Minnesota.
suggested poor reading occurred equally among delinquent
boys and delinquent girls. A comparison of a boy's and
a girl-'s training school indicated 66% of -the children-in
each school were deficient.one or more grades in reading.

Intellectual Factors and Delinquency

Cozad and Ramsey (1966) found 24% of a sample of 300 delinquent
boys and girls failed a hearing test, while 58% showed some speech
disorder.

Wechsler (1958) spoke of "acting out" individuals.scoring sigar=
ficantly higher on-performance items as compared to verbal items
Wechsler Intelligence Tests, The high performance-low verbal IQ pat-
tern has, been validated on several delinquent samples; (Levi, 1943; 4

Weider, Levi, and Rgsch; 1943; Diller, 1952; Rutter,'et al, 1966).
Silberberg and Feldt (1968) found the performance-verbal discrepancy
'as early as the primary grades. The Glueck and Glueck (1952) study
found.delinquents soiewhat better,.../han normals on intellectual tasks

I
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depending'on physical reilationships (blockdesigns, object assembly).
and poorer'On tests involving symbol mediation, (vocabulary and infor-
mation). Rogers (1951) felt that this concrete conceptual attitude
was a prominent characteristic of the deliftquent child. Schulman.
(1952) concurred with Rogers, that"delinquents rely heavily on con-
crate thought processes.

Summary. .

It is suggested from the research that many of our delinquents
have linguistic handicaps. The linguistic abstract teaching methods
used in schools ,Can lead to repeated:frustration at the inability to
learn and consequently some form of protest behavior would not seem
unlikely to occur. In fact, truancy is one of the earliest mani-
festations of delinquent behavior- Other factors such as familial
relationships and socioeconomic level may compound the problem
asthe maladaptive behavior develops.

Comments on Education' Process

Traditional school achievement places, heavy emphasis onzlanguage
abilities and specifically reading- Undouhtedly_thildren_with_po_or
language skills will have many unhappy and unsuccessful school ex7 _

periences.

he following suggestions are cited:

)

1, Longman (1960) suggests some children are incapable of
handling the generalizationd and transfer necessary, for reading.
These children .respond best socially and academically to concrete,
simple directions specific to each situation. Vertal repetitions and
many rehearsals act as reinforces:

2. Traditionally, eduoationlattempts to enhance the pkflls found
in the more economically successful segment of society_ An attempt
to build a curriculum based on the total4skills found in the entire
population might open a new avenue of opportunity.

3. Attempting to emphasiZe remedial work in'the skills children .

are deficient ca lead to more frustration and self-deprecation. .

A

14. Redgcing requirements for the high school diploma doep not
add to anyone's wealth of knowledge.

5. Silberberg and Silberberg (1969) are developing a bookless
*approach to giicatiOn, in which reading is taught a se'arate,
isolated skil and the actual education of the child is*-c. ducted,
utilizing audi and discussion techniques,

.

6, May (19014as shown that in' at least sOme,cases simply
having a job redd44 recidivism. Jensen (1969) and Berg (1969) in
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summarizing a body of research-conCluded that success on many,jobs i
society is not related to school,succefis. It can be' readily seen tat .

many jobs.in society do not depend on a high degree of literacy.. If
is not the talents of the children that require changing, but rathes
the values and institutions of-the socpty which must be redesigned
to accommodate the variety of talents which children possess.

16.. Baker, John W,, and Spielberg; Mimi J. 1:A descriitive personality
study of delinquency-prEhe adolescents," Journal of 'Research in
Crime and Delinquency, January 1970, 7(1), 11-23.

C

Problem
.

To apply an attitude measure to potential delinquents to see if
those who are future, delinquents may Be separated from those who will
nevef becOme delinquents.

Subjects

Eighty-three boys, 16-19 years of age from Washington, D.C. Th re
were 38 sch661 dropouts who composed the potential delinquent sample
-and 45 school boys classified as "normals."

-Scope

The Jesness Inventory was-

were matched_by LIT,,-but were
The results were algo compared
delinquents.

-c

Results, and Conclusions

read V) two sample-groupd., The subjects
significantly_ different in age (p <.01).
with Jesness'' original sample of 173

When tpe non-delinquents were compared to the delinquericy-prone
subjects, significant differences were found in the following sub-
scales:

Immaturity (.01)

_Repression , (,01)"

Social Anxiety (.01)

'Affectivity (.05)..;*

a

The delinquency-pro:1% youths averaged 10 months older, but we
significantly more immature. (

The delinquency-prone tended to °be less emotional and became less
involved emotionally.
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Pattern analysis between, the rwo groups and Jesness' delinquent

sample yielded a continuum with three clusters from delinquent to
delinquency-prone to normal with the delinquency-ppne scores being
closerto delinquent than normal. .

17. Stein, Kenneth B., Vadum, Apeng C., and Sarbin, Theodore R. "Sociali-
zation and delinquency: A study of false negatives and false
positives in prediction," Psychological Record, 1970, 2a, 353-364.

..- //

Problem.

`To determine whether false positives and false negatives exist
as stable groups.or merely reflect-random error.

Sub ects

Nine 4undred and ninty-six (996) high school boys

SCope

The California Psychological.Inventory (CPI) Socialization (So)
sole Was the instrument chosen/to-select thegroup4. Scores over 50
constituted the high So group,.and ,under 30 were the low So subjects.
Thirty-three matched pairs of true and false negatives and 27 matched
pairs of true and false positives were selected for the primary analy-
tis. A secondary analysis comparing high and low S'o groups involved
the .27 highest and 27 lowest scoring non-delinquent and the 57 highest
and-57 lowest scoring delinquent. The groups were assessed by:

(a)- Six self-report delinquency-measures (Kulik, 1966)
(b) Nine family relation scales patterned after Nye (1958)
(c) Motoric and ideational expressive dimensions (Stein, 1965;.

Helm 1968)
(d) Four moral judgmentscales (Stein, Sarbin Kulik, and Chu

1967)
(e) A self-esteem and stability of self scale (Rosenberg, 1965)
(f) A manifest anxiety scale (Bendig, 1956)
(g) -Marlow-Crowne's Social Desirability Scale (1960)
(h) The MMFI Lie Scale (Hathaway., and-McKinley, 1951)
(i) Vocabulary intelligence test (Borgatta and-Corsint, 1964)

Results and Conclusions

.,,-- . .

The finding's indicate that the differences between comparative
groups exqeed chance.

0.

,

...
. 4 .

The'Legal and School Difficulty Scale (LS), which disclOsed the
greatest group differences was added to :the CPI to check their joint

'34
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predictive power. (Cutting scores of '14.5 on low,So individuals and
9.5 on Nigh So individuals wecre set with the LS scale.) On anew
sample of 120 subjects randomly selected from the remainder of the 996,

' the CPI lone accurately predicted 72.5% of ;the sample: When the So'
cutting Score was joined with the LS cutting score the accuracy became'
87:5%, a significant inbrease (p .03). The'new sample consisted of
65 non-delinquents and 55 delinquents.

The authors conclude that the So scale misses constitute definite
groups with their own specific characteristics. e

18. Ball, Richard A. "A comparison of incipient alienation, anomie and
'1" NMPI scores as indicatorsof 'delinquency," Criminologica, 1969,

6(14), 13-24.

fi

Probleut:4

0,,

To compare some of the more frequently used instruments for pre-
dicting 471inquency.

Subjects 1-

One huldred and ninty-seven (197) High school boyS and 200 in-
stitutionallged delinquents between th, ages of 15 l8. All subjects
were from the, working class. t

1/'.

Scope

2he following instruments were used:

(a) MMPI Delinquency Scale .

0) Index.of Incipient Alienation (Jarrett and Haller, 1964)
4c) Srole Scale (1956), an anOmia scale for adults
(d Nye Short Scale (1957), aself-reported delinquency scale

The authors compared the scales on an already defined group by
means of a t-test.

' Results and Conclusions

Delinquents scored higher on all three scales. There was no
sign icant difference between older and younger subjects between

.groups v

Negro subjects tended to score higher than White subjects

Differences between delinquent and non-delinquent on tests held
regardless of race.

North-Hatt - (social- class) Scale Scores were virtually identical,.

.r.
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19. Mick, James L. "Behavior rat4ngs of recidivist and nonrecidivist
delinquent males," Psychological Reports, 1969, 25(1), 260-265.

Problem

: To. assessthe reliability of Quay's (1964) factor analysis of

Peterson's ,(1261) problem checklist with delinquents in order to dif-
ferentiate between successes and failures among parolees of a state

training' school,

Subjects

Sixty-five recidivists (R) and 59 nonrecidivists (N) with no sig-
nificant'differences between the two groups in age,- IQ, and length of

institutionalization-

Scope

Quay used three factors: (1) aggressive acting' out, (2) neuroti-

cism, and (3) inadequacy.

Results and Conclusions

Using Quay's factor loadings, 32 items clearly loading on a single

factor were scored and split-half reliability coeffitients were deter-
mined. The inadequacy factor was too low too warrant further analysis

(.26). 'However, factor L (.92) andlactor .2 (.81) seemed both 'reli-

able and independent (R 1, 2 = .21).
.

No difference between groups-was observed for factor 2 (MR = 7.15,

Standard deviation (SD) 7.13; MN = 6,19 SD = 5.12), but factor 1
yielded a significant difference (MR = 10,34, SD = 5,89, MN = 5.12,
SD = 4.69, 1)-.;:.0001).

Despite recidivists being rated as an aggressive group there was ,

signifiCent overlap of the two groups on factor 1, and the correla-
tionbetween recidivism and factor 1.was only .55,

20. Cowden, James E. "Prediction enhancement through the use of modera-
tor variables," Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology, '

1969, 33(5), 621-624 .

.

.

.,
To measure the,efficiency of moderator variables as a means to

increase the ability of clinicians to predict the institutional and
post release behavior c).inmates. - '

e
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\ Subjects
,111

First ,admissions (152) to the Wisconsin School'foroys...:-
,'

Th sample had the following characteristics: A median age of ,

15.9 ears, range 12-18;'they jiad coppleted%.8.8 grades of school and

do average scholastic achievement slightly below the seventh grade
level. Iley had been committed for: auto theft .(28%), buxglary
(23%), truancy (11%),. uncontrollability (10%), theft (9%), aggravated
assault (5%), and 'sex Affsconduct (4%). Their average length of stay
in the institution was 4.5..,mbnths. Forty -five percent hp'previously.,
been in a juvenile correctional institution, Seventy percent came
from lower socioeconomic clais backgrounds, Forty-nine percent came
from broken homes,

Scope

"--sik.

Moderator variables correlated with degree of predicta-
bility oe inmates as,measured by the relative magnitudes of the dif-
ferelice (D) scores between predictor and criterion variables) were

. ,

developed. The moderator variables were then used to, eliminate less
pAtitable subjeCts from a cross-validation sample,

R es ults and Conclusions 4.;

.

*Moderator variables were used to remove less predictable, subjects
from the cross- validation sample; this resulted in moderate increase
in correlation between predictor and criterion variables when a third
of the least predictable subjects were removed! In addition,'a more
substantial increase resulted when a half of the least predictable
subjects,were similarly removed: This method shows potential value
as-a means of facilitating more'accurate classification of inmates,

One limitation of this method isthat it excludes frpm prediction-,

the one-third or one-half of the subjects who are relatively, unpre-
dictable.

21. Marshy R,W. "The,validity of the Bristol Social Adjustment Guides in.
delinquency Pre'diction,"BrItish Journal of. Educational psycho-
logy, 1969, 39.(3), 278 -283.

Problem

To determine the validity of the Bristol Social Adjustment Guides
(BSAG) in predicting delinquency.

Scope

An an alysis was made 'of the data given in The Social Adjustment



of Ch dren: Manual to the Bristol Social Adjustment tuides by D.H.
Stott (1966: London: University of London Press), and Stott's, "The
Measurement of Maladjustment,' Medical Officer, 3:963, 190, 59-62.

Results and Conclusions

Two methods were used to analyzekthe data given in the manual on
the usefulness of the Bristol Social Adjustment Guides, Each method
shows that the predictive efficiency in terms of the ratio of valid
positives to false positives is no greater than a quarter of that
claimed in the manual and may be even less. The actual findings were,
four.valid positives to six false positives. It is suggested, there-,
fore, that the use of the guides for predicting delinquency
,c9ntinyed.

..-. =
22. McEackern,'A.W.0 TaylOr, Edward M., Newman, J. Robert, at44Ashtpra,..

Anne. EL,_ "The juitenile probation system simulation fo;,:ejsearcii, , ., ,,.,...,
and decision-making," American Behavioral,Scientist,196& 1104 07''
1-45. .

.
,-..-

A-- --:- -,,,-,:--- .

'Problem

To devise an effective computer based decigiclinksystem,torad'the

Probation caseworker in-deciding which treatment-3414 result iii the,
,individual not becomihg a recidivist.'

Sublects
4

Juveniles (2;290) referred to seven Southern Ca ifornii probation,
departments in October and November, 1963.- Re-refer als obtained.
in May; 1965.

ScOPe
m .

,

Simulated models.of the probation process, and the decision-making
process were constructed. information fed-into the models were'
Analyzed using Bayes' em. By using the computer continuously,to
update the. information the best decisions and the most Likely to be
Administered decisions Cpul0 be monitored. Maackern believes 290
'variabl'es have been defined as being poggibli useful in making proba-

,tion decisions. Wthis study 20 variables were selected to test the
efficacy of thamOdels. Eleven of the variables dealt with background
information and,the remainder with aispositIon and* *treatment,given,

fr -as listed izi~ ti$1;ta A

a ,
!

4
t c

,

t
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FIGURE 1.° PREDICTOR VARIABLES

./

"Automatic" Background Variables
' I ,

.

2. Race 1-*
.

5. ,Agp.

4 -0: .Offelmaucategory
,

5. 'deferral Sourbe
6. Seriousness of Offense . ..

7. NuMber'of Companions. Present at Offense

L- Sek

!Nonjautoma- tic" 'Background Variables

8. Referral History
9. Numlier of `Prior Referrals

10. Rome Status (where dnd,with whom the y oungster, is living)
11. Marital Status of parents or Guardians .

-4

r° Disposition and Process Variables
.

4
4'.

. P 12. ,Intake Disposition
1.3. 'Whether Contested

1'
,

: 14. Whither Detained.
15,' Number of Days. Detained .

16. Time Between Referral and Court Trial © ,

. 17. Whether an "Attorney was Present' During the Hearing
.

i 18. Court Disposition
19. Placement. -

\
..

20. Final Disposition
.

N

ti

...

Results an nclusions
. 0

'.

The pr b hility.of correct classification without using any,
information was 43% and the average using the demonstration model

.., ,.. was 64%.
";

.

The greatest adyantage in,ust.g Bayesttheorem is that it is a
formally correct way.of viewing pr habilities at any spot in the pro-

. bat* process in' light of the inf %Tuition given at that 'spot. The
Bayesian Model can be.aed4With y numher'of variables without
changing. `the equation.

.An analysis of 283 variables applied to the 2,290. *juveniles is

giventand it idcOncluded thatfar-more .than a youngster's background.,
detention, dispositton and'delinquent history are needed in ordet to
impsbxe proeedures.in the'Prohatioll process. ,
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'Items 5 through 20 account for significant differences when. the
' results are compared to the base rate of 43%.

....- .
.

When the children were first referred to the probation department,
42% were dismissedlet intake. There were significant differences
between those detained and those released at intake.

1. Number of moves in five years (.001)
2. Number of guardians (.001)
3. With 1ihom'minor was living,(.001)
4. IFamily income (.005) :

5. Education ofliead of household (.001)
6. Father unemployed'<.001)
7. Number Of children in the family (.Q1)
8., Age (.001) I'

Sex (.001)9. S
, .........")

10. Ethnic group (.001) i.

11. Grade in school (.001)

0 12. IQ (.001) 5

13. In or out of chool '(.001)
14. Days absent last year (.001)
1 -5. baTs,absent this year (.001) t

16. Religious particiPati4p (..05)
17. ,Number of prior"offen4s (.001)

.

18. Probation history (.001)

These included:

._
.--N.

4 c
,

f

tAis,

23. Callard, 141, Pauline. "Significant differences between recidivists
and non - recidivists," British Journal of Criminology, 1967, 7(1),
93-101.

Problem

To organize,some of.the differences between recidfidsts and non-
recidivists. -;* .

Subjects

Male subjects (158) between. the ages of 11-14, coming into court
for the first time from September 1960 to August 1961, in, Devon,
England.

scope

.

gurve4of characteristics of,thoee who offend more tban"one time,
with a follow-up survey three years, rater. Contingency tables were
designed' and cortelatiooskcomputed,from information-grthered. by pro-

.katiN officers.

ALA'



Results and Conclusions

The follow-up survey indicated the following: (a) 55% committed
no additional offense; (b) 25% committed One additional offense; (c)
10%,committed two additional offenses; (d)'8% committed three addi-
tipnal offenses; and (e) 2% committed four additional offenses. Lar-
ceny was the major offense; 75% of first offenses, and 50% of all sub-
sequent cases in court. N,4

a

Following are highly significant (.01) characteristics of those
Who are not recidivists:

.s 1: Parents had a strong relationship with each other
and spoke with affection or respect for each other.'

; ' ti

2. ,:Mother provided persistent discipline input when
the tie was close between mother and Offenderts

1
3. Non-recidivists regularly associated with members

of their owil age.group.

When probation officers predicted success, a third pf those who
did not return were expected to, and two-fifths of those who came j
back to court were not expected to return.

o

24. Wilkins, Leslie T. "The Borstal Prediction Study," in N. Johnston,
et al., The Sociology of Punishment and Correction, New York:
John Wiley and Sons, Inc',, 1967, Pp. 261-264.

_Problem

To predict if.a delinquent will 'recidivate.
.

Subjects

A third of all bo54-Coldmitted toitoratal training in FY 1946-..
The follow-up-was conduCted,in 1952. There 'was a total-of 385 boys;
221 successes nd 164 failures,

0. 4
, Scope.

. . 0. ,
-, . . . ,.

Sixty items of informati5n we're assesged.when a period of- thq
y ars had elapsed since completion Of allsentences. Items were 1

c oxen from those that were colmonly believed to be important in pre
icting delinquency. Both subjectiVe and objective items were in-

eluded. The feta werewdighted according_ to their probability of
occurring with a certain outcome.

. t . ,. .--,
.,,
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Results and Conclusions
C

It was, found that at. least 80% pf'those predicted to be recon-

victed we're reconvicted within three years after release. Also, aliost

the same results could be obtairied by using a follow-up period as short

as one year, It was further shown that the sooner after release a boy'
failed, the more serious his failure was likely to be.

Fur Actors were chosen to compose theprediction dellice. They

were ,in order of strength:

.Str' Weighting
. ,

*. s,

:Previ4Us convictions '.Maximum of 45
Longest period in any one job Maximum of 11.7
Living in industrial area 0 or 8

. Living with parent(s) 0 or 7.5
. . "" ,

*

By forming three groups according to weighted scores this cor-
rectly identified 75%. of the success group and 70% of the failure

group. Almost 407. of the sample constitutedLthe unknown risk category.
`*

The unknown group was further separated into two groups with one
having twice the success rate as the other by adding these five fac-
tors:

Factor Weighting

.I. /

. Intelligence . 2

LELA occupation of lad 2.
.

"'

Leisure activities 4,

Occupation,bf head, of household 1

Family crime record . 1:5 c

. ,

. .
.

25. Clare, Walter y.', and Hasler, Kermit R. "Differentiation of crimi-.

nals and non-criminals with.a self-concept measure,"Psychologi-
cal Reports, 1967, ao(2), 623-632.

. 4

Problem . .

To test the self-concept measure as,a technique to pgrmiethe
.

early identi7cation of potential criminals. A

0 .

ioi it

, .

d Subjects
.

..'

i
s

.

C.

On4K

e hundred and two (102) male and 99, female 'non'- prisoners, and

.113 male and 76 female prisoners. .

. , ..

42.

6
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C

Scope

The 81 items on the adjective checklist of the Activity VectOr
Analysis (AVA) were analyzed for discrimination bet seen a sample of
100 male prisoners'and 5,000 applicants and employees representative
of the sex and occupation distributions in business and industry,

A 0
Results and Conclusions .

.Forty-one items were discriminative enough to become a separate
scoring stencil cAi.led, "Social Conformity." A significant (p = ,001)
sex difference on the experimental measure was found among non-
prisoners and prisoners. Separate validities among these sub - samples
were obtained for males and females. Correlations betWeen the new
measure and the factor. scores of the 16 personlitycfactbrstest yielded
.tqc? 1 at Isiere..,egnificaniXt .05 (factorsB and F), The deviation
quotient distribtftionerWirte-pr-Latuters and .non prisoners yielded a

cross-validir7'of,rbis = .764. A

26. Shinohara, MutAuhdra, and JenkinsRichard L. "
types 'of delinquentsf!.! Journal of Clinical P
23(2), 56-163.

Problem
I

dy of three
, 1967,

Inmates of the Iowa State Trai.ning School r Boys were

To determine whether three clinically separable groups of delin-
quents can be :differentiated on the basis of MMPI scores.

Subjects

Thirty-seven inmates classified as socialized delinquents (SD);
32 as unsocialized aggressive (UA); and 27 as runaway delinquents
(RA). Age, IQ, and education were not significantly, different among
the groups.

.

Scope

classi-
fied as SD, UA, or RA, according t&recorded delinquent behavior and
an observation'sheet of 13 items given to at least three staff members
who came incontact with each subject.

t
Results and Conclusions

SD could be discriniinated from 1.14. and RA with4

accuracy, correctly predicting 54% of the P. and817.
by anaidering the following profile ofSD boys:

x
,
,

.
.. ,

,

71% chance of
of the non-SD
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1., No score above 69.

C

2. No score above 79, no scores excee ing psychopathic deiii:1
ate (PD) or mania (MA) scores, whichever was hi est; and a psychtt
asthenia (PT) score of 8 or

3. No score aboveL79,-neither PD nor MA the-highest, Ind
A PT scores 1.6 or less. Ca.

4.--PD or MA scores only score. above ,and PT scotes, 24
or less.

dAt

The difference bbtween SD and non-SD was significant (p4:%01).
The UA group was' significantly higher in paranoia (PA) (presumably
more suspicious). ,The RA group was significantly higher in masculinity/
femininity (MP) (suggesting poorer masculingeentity). SD as a whole
had much lOwer MNPI scores. 1 °

The findings are consistent dith the hypothesis that socialized
delinquency represents adaptive goal-oriented behavior, while unsocia-
lized aggressive and runaway delinquent behavior represents mala-
daptive frustratiod responses; either fright or flight.

'27. 'Lowe, Jay. "Prediction of delinquency with. an attitudinal configu-
ration Model;" Social Forces, 1966, 45(1), 106-113. . .

r

Problem $ .

)
.S,

To testthe effiqiency'of an attitudinal configutation model
(ACM) in the area of delinquency prediction relative to-three-Other
measures.

.
. .

. ,
-

. 0 .

. Subjects .

.

\--
.

t
.

4.1
-Jefferson County,'Kentuoky, high'sdhoOl students (1,274) were

divided by the Nye Scale of Delinquent Behavior; 334 (26%) were "most"
delinquent, 940 (74%) "least" delinquent..

Scope

The ACM questions ,the expedtations Of.parents and friends. The
underlying assumption is that perceived expedtations ofeignificant,
others.guidereal behavior. The author compared ACM with: (1) GlUedk
Five Factors of Social Background; () Socialization (AO) scale of the

' California Personality Invgntory (CPI); and (3) Internflization of.
Social 'Norms' (IA), measured by asking seven questions like: "Would
you expect a high school.student to ...."

(1,)44



Results and Conclusions

Mt
When the ACM results were compared to the Nye scale of defined

delinquents, 82% of the sample were accurately predicted (pe. .001;
.1Ule's Q.= 1.00).

The Glueck Social'Factors11GSF).scale predicted efficiently for
53.9%; the So Scale of the CPI accurately predicted 29.4%; and the IA
predicted accurately 59.9%.

The ACM predicted males slightly better than females:

The relationships between the various scales were computed, and
the' significant relationships are, listed below:

.IA and GSF relaied'at .05 level (Q = .23)

.ACM and IA related at .001 level (Q =..59)

.ACM and SO related at .001 level (Q = -.99)
,

,..

The results of this study provides a good example of the dif- ,

ferences that the differ nt definitions ordelinquency make.

\
'--)

The resu ±ts lendasupp srt tO reference group theory with.delin-
quents perceiving friends to be more ,Significant than parents.

0

28: Glueck, Eleanor,T. '"Distinguishing delinqu ents from pseudodelin-

. quents Earvard Educational Review, 1966, 36(1), 119-130.,

Problem ',

To:6entify the true delinquents from the psetdodelinquents in
an nacting'up",school population.

Subjects

non - delinquent boys aged11-16;
ive.hUndred true delinquents and a matched group of 500 true

.$cope

True delinquents were operationally defined as those who would
commit reppated acts thatwould be punishable as crimes if they were
over 16 years of age. Pseudodelinquents were those children who op-

, dasionally deviate from socially acceptable conduct norms, but whose
,school misbehavior does not indicate an underlying delinquent pro-
cess.

$

t
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Two predictive tables are presented which discriminate true delin-

quents from those pseudodelinquents found by the Glueck Three- Factor'
Social Prediction Table study ih their 1950 boOk, Unraveling Jgvenile
Delinquency. These tables would be expected'to be'applied after mal-
adaptive behaviors are noted in school.

4

Results and Conclusions

The first scale included: .(1) recreational references; (2)
attitude toward school; (3) age of companions; and (4) frequency of
truancy. True delinquent (9117%) were:correctly identified and 75.6%
of the pseudodelinquents were correctly'identified. 1.

' The second scale included: (1) keeping latg hours; (2) stealing
rides/hopping trucks;-(3) running'away frbm home; (4) smoking at an
early age; and (5) sneaking into theaters and/or subways. True delin-
quents (86%) were correctly identified and'84% of the pseudodelinquents.
were correctly identified. ..

The authorltelieves these tables might be a great benefit in
determining which seemingly delinquent child really is the potential
delinquent'; she notes that both tablet are npre-eilicient than the
Glueck Three-Factor Social Prediction Table.

29. Gynther, Malcolm D., and McDonald, Robert L. "Personality characte-
risbics of prisoners, psychiatric patients, and student nurses.
as depicted by the Leary system," Journal of General Psychology,
1961, 64, 387-395.

Problem.

To objectively analyze the relationship between two levels of
personality: public interpersonal behavior and underlying character
structure.

Subjects
4/'

,,

.

Student nurses (251), male psychiatric patients (413), female
psychiatric pslients (131), and penitentiary inmates (356). Negroes
were excludddc A.

4

Scope

The modert'lkinterpthonal public behavior chosen for this study
was devised by Leary (19561957). This was assessed by the Minnesota
Multi-phasic Personality Inventory CO PI). Public behavior is viewed
as a'two-dimensional grid: the vertical axis measuring dominance-
submission; thiswas measured by EMPI T=scores infthe formula,

46
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A

Dominance = (MA-D) + (Hs-Pt); and the horizontal trip measuring love-
hostilityg Love-Ho dtility = (K-F) + (Hy-Sc). Raw score p were converted,
to a standard score from Leary's manual and 'placed in their location,
on the grid. The interpersonal behavior variables are viewed as a
counterzlockwiSe circular continuum, divided into the following octant:

Adaptive Category

Managerial
Competitive

,Critical
Skeptical
Selfeffacing
Docile

'Cooperative

Resi3onsible

Interpersonal Variables-
."

,Maladaptive Category

Autocratic

Narcissistic
Sadistic
Distrustful
Masochistic
'Dependent

Over-conventional'
Over-generous

The subjects' underlying character structure was determined by
the intersection of the subject' PD and MF T-scores when plotted on
a special diagnostic grid.

Results and Conclusions

The results are presented in percentage farm as follows:.

4 o

'Strong

_healthy
k facade

Underlying
'narcissism,

hostility

Student nurses 87.7%' . 25.90%
Male patients 60.5% 80.6%
Female patients 59.0% 39.6%
Prisopers 29.0% 83.5%

The results suggest thae'prediction of group classification is
highly discriminating.

S

30. Glueck; Sheldon, and Glueck, Eleanor. "Potential juvenile delinquents
. -'can be identified: at next?" British Journal of Criminology,

19.64, 4(3),'21.5-226

Problem

To identify poten
.

al
schools.

delinquents upon entrance into public,

47
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Sub ects

Delinquents (500 and non - delinquents (500) matched in age, eth-
nic origin (all white), intelligence, and residence.

Scope

To determine the instruments to be used for identSfication_of
potential delinquents, an intensive study in Boston Was conducted of
500 delinquents.and 500 non-delinquents. A'total of 402 traits and .

factors wqre studied by various .pests. Three predictive devices
were obtalkhigefroFn the significant findings:* (1).incorporating five

traits of"character structure (social assertiveness, defiance, sus-
piciousness, destructiveness, and emotiohal"liability); (2) utilizing
five traits of temperament (adventurousness, extroversion in action,
suggestibility, stubborness, and emotional instability); and (3)
utilizing'five factors of the l'under-the-roof-culture". (affection of
mother for boy, affection of father for boy, superivisiori of'boy by
mother, discipline of\boy by father, and family cohesiveness).

.

. .

The last devices were administered in 1952 ta a New York sample
of 303 children, 5-1/2.- 6Years oldf 130 White; 131 Negro, and 42
Puerto Rican.

.

Results and Conclusions

A 4-year follow-up was c9mpleted by Craig and Glueck-(1963) on
244 1)67s._Of, those 193 bays predicted to be non-delinquent, 96.4%
repained non - delinquent. Of those 27 boys predicted to have_a very
high che20,c0 delinqualcy, 0.1% had become serious or.persistent

I min& offenderio "Nirieteen boSrb were in a.middle group, predicted to

have about gu imerichknqepf delinquency or nonLdelinquency, nine
had become delinotuent and 10 remained on-delinquent.

. ,' ,13."
*

Hodges ''and Tait (1963) ,in the Baximum.Benekits Project, Washing-'

ton, D.C., revised the five factors into three (which, in the Boston
sample, correlated witfiacoefficient of .96)% The three fctors
are: family cohesiveness, supervision by mother, and discipline by
mother. The sample inclUded4132 'boys and 47 girls from a high delin-
quency area whose teachers believed them like3i to become delin-
quents. Twenty-one were identified is non - delinquent and 20 had re-
mained non-delinquent after eight'years.,

Of those identified as potential'delinquentS, 81%, were already
delinquent (same of these were only 14 years old and Had three years
4bf follow,up to continue). Only foul were not clearly identified
as delinquent Or nonndelinpent.

.

The aUthors'conclude diet once potential delinquents are iden-
tified, preventative programs are necessary. They suggest that when



S

potential delinquepts are found, the clinics working with the schools
provide counselors to vk with the parents on modifying parental

.

attitudes and behavior.

31. Craig, Maude M., apd.Furst4,Philip W. "What happens after treatment?
A study of potentially'de1inqueni boys," Social Service Review,
1965, 39(2), 165-1

4*

Problem

To assess the validity of the Glueck Five-Factor Social Predict
tion Table and the validity of treatment used to prevent children
from becoming delinquents.

Sub eCts

There were 29 "tr"eated" children and 29 "controls" who received
no treatment at. all. All children were chosen from those exp t d to
have over a 50% chance of becoming delinquent and were matche
'neighborhood, age, IQ, ethnic group, and prediction score.

4
Scope

This.study-evaluated the 1952 Glueck Five-Factor Social Predicr.
tion Table:, The treatment group involved treatment in a child
guidance clinic for an average of fedr years. Cases in the clinid
were assigned at randOM. The study took. place over a 10-year period.

Results and Conclusions

Both experimental and'coritrol groups had the same number of
delinquents during the 10-year interval. The average age of declared
delinquency was two years higher in the treatment group.

.0verall, those predicted to have a "high probability" of delin-
quent behavior by their scores became delinquent 78% of the time.
Those cases with "moderate-to-even" scores became delinquent 23'4 of
the time.

The authors conclude thaji,treatment might be more effectivg in
pre-kindergarten groups.
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32. MacDohaild, Mary E: "Verdict before trial A review of the test by
the,New York City Youth Board of the Glueck Social Prediction
Table," Social Service Review, dune 1965, 39(2), 172-182.

Problem

To make a clical examination of the New York City Youth

Board's use of theeGlueck Social Prediction Table.

Scope

procedures, and results of the New
the five-factor and three-factor

An analysis of the method;
',:;York City Youth Board's test of

Gluecl& Social Prediction Tables.

. , .

Results and Conclusions 0

,MacDonald doubts the-thoroughness of, the follow-up and scoring

. 'of..tht Youth Board's application of the prediction tables.. She

further states that whether any screening device to identify future
delinquencti can be used effectively and with proper safeguards,
remains tobe seen. MacDonald believes more is known now about iden-
tifying troubled childreh than about,helping them. The New York City
'Loll& Board Nblished. a "Manual of Prpdedures for Application of the
Glueck Prediction Table," which the author feels is=la premature, if
not. irresponsible, promotion of a sRreening device that has not been

-proved. She concludes, ;It is indeed a verdict before a full and
fair trial." t

./
k

LaBrie, Richai4 A. "Verification of,tNe Glueck prediction table by
.

mathematical statistics following a:computerized procedure of
discriminant function analyses," Journal of Criminal Law,
Criminology -and Police Science, 1970, 61(2), 229-234.

' Problem

,N,,,

To-conduct a computer analyses of, the'Gluecks' data in their

book, Unraveling Juvenile Delinquency."

,' Scope...-. -

., -. . ,
.

." . .A attempt to answer criticlsm'of the Gluecks' study, Unraveling
.

...,:" ...
Juvenile Delinguency and theGlueckemethadology.

1

Discussion- .

One criticism was that there was missing, data on some pf the
-sample. Thtre were400 items In the'study.- Dr. LaBrie provided

4.
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estimates inthe miVing observations. NO significant thaws in the
analyses occur d; therefore, he concludes thedata were missing ran-
dOmly. N

A:second criticism was that the 50-50 definquentinonlaelinquent
,Wample was not representative. LaDrie states that since the groups
were matched in education, residence, intelligence, etc., that all
potential delinquents, and as such, give the best probability for

. 'judging effectiveness.

-,
4ne last criticism co4sidered Nos the Glueckp' use of univariate

analyses instead of multivitiate analyses. LaBrie.states, "It is
quite safe to ay that the prediction devices developed by the
Gluecks.are as efficient as those developed by multivariate tech-
niques...."

- I,

1

The Glueck analyses yielded fivi factors for'optimum prediction.
Multivariate analyses reaffirmed thetirstaour and placed "rearing .

by parent substitute" in place of, "fail.* cohesiveness" as the fifth
factor.

..,

.

34. Stott, D.H. "Prediction of success or failure on probation: A:4

follow -up toy'," International Journal of Social Psychiatry,
, . ' Winter 1944,i.10(1), 27-29.

. \

k 4 .r, . ,.,

Problen4:2 ,

4.
i.e.

To predict q bation.tcess or failure of juvenile'boyson proV
Subjects ,

First time male probatitiners, aged 8-15, in Glasgow, Scotland,
in 1957. .=

Scope , .
A

'

. g( . . t
4 The Bristol Social} Adjustment, Guides (BSA) was completed by

'teachers of boys who were'on probation (a non-delinquentcontrol
group was also used). The BSAG is S measure of behavior-disturbance
based on objective indications, consisting of 163 items found to.be
charicteristic of maladjustment (at a 1% level of risk).and" of 49 P
items 'Indicating stability. . The follow -up was two pars after the
teachers filled. out the BSAG. , . .

>...

" -40141

A delinquency prediction instrument Was developed from the pre-.

ponderance of "maladjusted" items marked for the'probatioxlers.. This
gives a prediction score from which a prognosis of future delinquency
'.can be made. 0
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egulttland,:COnoludiona--y"
. 1,. ,':, ;

. . . ,,' .

e most. disturbed group s ore ,o . on. e showed
.,, ., , .

disturbed
.,,,...4.,,, ,B8,A0),

themselves.,tWi4.aaliqly to, commit a further offense while on pro-,4 '*
,Ationq Ockile,in 'the..4411est'piediction score group were nearly three

,t)1,mes,mpriliicelt to :40 .0$, compared Wit4-those with, a predictiOn Sccite.

,

,,
'..&
-,,, '1

: yv
._ .,',Iti4as.caicliltea.1:41.8 aMple thatia,Predi:otitn score at ':1..

4hich,one.in two of .those, adjudged delinquency prone actually become

i7't ,delnquentwill,piok,p4:10% Of,,the delinqueuti ins "a schOol popula=

Xi!*)li,:. '

I

I

r,f

33,: Veldnan, Donald J, , and McGuire, Carson. "Multiple ,

dIsc-gimg44 prediction, of delinquency and school. dropouts;"
Educational 'and Pa,ycholoiical'Measurement, 1964, 24(3), 535-544." , .

,,
To predict,delinquensy and sthObl dropouts, prior to

re oe of:thelehaviow. ..,
, , !

,,, .

.;.-. ;,i, ,

tubjects

The soltool records of 402 subjects'were obtained in 1962- after

being teeted,in the 195758 school year. all wpr.em#2.esi:n'tt-ie
seventh grade at the'time of testing. Fifty ofthe subjects had
dropped'-out,,:Of school and 30'had become delinquent.

...,

the 'Occur--

A Simultaneous double croseLimlidation was carried out and the

'data.from the three criterion groups were subjected to.a'multiple
discriminant-analyses. The,predictor measures numbered 105

r .

.

Results and Conclusions

444
The filist cross-validation study correctly'identified 704 of the

deviants at_the,expense 6f 37% of the false positives 'froi the nor-
'orals. The second cross-validation correctly identified 65% of the
deviants and misclassified 34% ofthe'normals. The authorli do not

recommend use tf the test battery in total due.tO the large percent...-.

age of false positives, but they dO believe specific predictors War-
ranefuither consideration.;

Possible efficient predictors of fUture Oademic or legal pro-_ i
_

pro-
blems include:, -



o-

'
.

Poor Sequential Test of Educational Progress (STEP)*

performande%

2. 4uniorPertonality Qu.tz (JPQ811) score in the st,rgent
t

range'.

3 Seventh 'grade peer.nominatiOn as a "wild. one.".
.

,

36. Kramer, Sam Aaron. "Pred14ting juvenile_delinqUency among Negroes ,"

Socio y and Social ,Paseafch", 1964, 48(4), A78-489. .
.

Problem

To examine the differences, ifany, between
socialization.

-,

Subjectal '46

,,f Boys aged 14-17 years from a WIshington, D.C. slum area-with an
. eighth grade education. Eighty-seven were from a detention center

forYmild",acts; 87 from institutions for "serious" crimesk-and 87
non7delinquents.from slum areas (238 Were screened before finding,

, ---87-withinon-delinquency'records). . .

.
,

o and White

4

Escovi
,

-.

Negro non-delinqu'ent versus iite delinquents; Negro serious

sand mil# delinquents versus White delinquents; and Negro non-delin-
quentsbversus Neurserious and Mild delinquents. Used a 45-item.

California.rersoality. Inventory (CPI); Delinquency (De) Scale; the

five family items of t4. Glileck predictive fators; and 25 bi-polar

items dealing wit sociNization (12 positive, 13 neutral or.nega-

)1e
..4-

tive'dtatements n terms of self-:concept.
.

ResultS'and,Conclusiona .

t
On the CPI (De) Sdale the non-aelinquents had a mean'score of .

26.43 (SD.of'3.1M, the mild delinquents averaged 28.22, and. the '''

serious delinquents 30,32. "(In relation to other studies, California
prisoners' means were 26.24;.'!good Vow' were 14.6; potential delin-

quents 22:6,)
, . -.

,

..

Fiire items ,o the.45 were very.significantly discriminating
(fbUr of the-fivedealt with the family 'situation) among, the ehee

,
...' grolips. USing Gaugh'sOuttingracore of 26 (after multiplying the

score by 1.2,to make up for having less items) correctly identified
mail% of the non - delinquents, 59% pf the mild delinquelltsand 82% of

e serious delinquents. On the Gluecksseele, each of the five items
..,
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was originally beyond the .001 level of. confidence among the .three.
groups.

1

The sotiglizatip,index,dealt withversonal values and a boy Use.
thought to have a gobd self-concept he had twice as many positive
responses as negative ones. Seventy-five of the non-delinquents, 58
of the mild delinquents., and 50 of the serious delinquents had'a,
,positive image of self. These differences are significant beyond the
.001 level of confldeime: The Gough De Scale scores, om five other
studies were also presented for comparison.

. ,

,
- ,-..

. %

)1

It was concluded that dominant Negro high delinquency areas do
not chide the kinds of social'institutiohd,which restrain undesirable,
.beha for in similar White neighborhoods. The exCeption is the family
.unit,.since in this study it did differentiate the groups.

' 37.'"Liftle; Alan.: "Professor Eysenck's theory of crime:' An empirical test
on'adolescent offenders," British aurnal of Criminology, 1963;
4'(2), 152-163.

f'-ey

Problem,

TO'Itake certain deductions that have been made from Eysenck's
theory and see,if the can be.refuted (or validated). by empirical
test.

Subjects,

Juvenile offenders (290) in three Borital instituti8ns.1

Scope

I (-. ,

Eysenck's theory of personality ledgto two types of predictions:
(1) the offender*uld bean extrovert; or (2) he would tend'to be
either'an extrem 'extrovert or an extreme ntrovert. A. shorteqed
NaudsleyPerson lity Inventory was used'to assess extroversion-intro-
version on this sample. Eysenck's original non-delinquent population
scores were used as ;He' control measure.

Results and ConclusiOns

The mean scores and distribution of scores as indicated by the
standard deviation from'the mean did not differ'in the delinquent
sample 'from the norms presented by Eysenck, Further, the mean scores
and distributions of scores did not significantly differ between

-

institutions. Alsb, inmates released quickly did.not differ in their
persbnality scores from those discharged later from the institution..
Therefore, concludes. the author, all the predictions made, from the
theory have been, refuted Sy the data.
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.

38:4Siegmap, Aron Wolfe. "Personality
trim/nal behh4lor, ". Journal of
199.

t

Problem

'

variables associated with admitted
Consulting Psychology, 1962, 26(2),

To investigate the relation betweeh anonymously admitted crimi-
nality and: (a) Factor I -- psychopathic, personality traits; (b)

OFT-a,c.tor II -- emotional maladjustment; (c) Factor-III .t-- familial dis-
sension 'r(d) Factor .IV -- low n achievemeqt; ailli k(e) Factor 1r--
religlosity."

Sub ects .

Fifty-four 'female and 25 male students at Bar-Ilam University,
Israel.

Scope:

The following instruments were admity.stered:

1. Aamitted'Xriminality. Scale (ACB)
2. 'Gough Socialization Scale (So)

,

Quay anduPeterson's Delinquency.
4. 'Edward's n Achievement Scale (n
5. Nineteen-Point Religious Belief
6. Nine Point Religious Observance

Scale,, (De)

Achy.

Self-Rating Scale '(RBS)
Self - Rating Scale (ROS)

NOTE: Numbers '2 and 3 contain items of Factors I, II, and III.
t ,

Results and Conclusions-

'

Higher ACB scale scorers obtaified significantly higher Factor II
scores (mea =7.94, SD=3.24) than low-ACB scale scorers (mean,-6.5,,
SD=3.24; .085, p4.05). Significant ritgative correlations were
obtained be -een the subjects' ACB scores and So scores (-,30),.their
RBS scores (-.2p, and ROS scores (-.64). Significant positive corre-.
lgtion was obtaineebetween the subjects' ACB scores and n Ach scores
(.45) which was hot in the predicted direction.

4

Results concerning n Ach suggest a.hypdthesis tkat.both very low
and very high n'Ach are related to criminality'. Significant relations
ifetween the subjects' ACB scores and So, n Ach, and emotional malad-
justment scgreL are consistent ,w th the hypothesis that psychological
variables are significant source of variance in oriminality.
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39. Balogh, Joseph.K., and Finn, Patricia., "A methodological study of .

juvenile delinquency proneness among Negroes," Exceptional Children,
1961, 27(7), 397-399.

Ptoblem

To validate further the Kvaraceus KD Pronene ss Verbal Scale.

Sub ects

qk

Negro b4s (140) between the ages of 12-17 film Dayton,. Ohio,
public schools. There were 33 in the delinquent group, 56 in the ran-
dom group, and 51,in the high-morale group:

,

Scope

. The scale was administered to three already defined irotips.L.,
delinquents, randomly chosen students, and high-morale students (i.e.,
those doing well scholastically).

Results and nclufi64s-

.

Delinquency Score

Group
Delinquent PS High - Morale

Positive. '23%. 6%
,

...
, ,Negative s'69.%) 77% 94%

\4 . ,
. . .4,--

A positive score indicates delinquency proneness.
.\.

The differences between all three groups were significant (p. .01)
as found by analysig of variance and t-test. The obtained Pearsonian
Coefficients* of correlation betweescore and-age.were: .

NS for delinquency
P < .02 for PS

P < .01 for high-moiale

40. Gough, Harrison G., and Peterson, Donald R. "The identification and
measurement of predispositional 'factors in crime'and delinquency,"
Journal of 'Consulting Psychology,. 1952, 16, 20/-212.

Problem

To develop a persqnality assessment devise which could suc se-
fully'prediat delinquent behaVior,.

.

56
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Subjects'

NUMber

Males

Coatior- r 43'

- ur an 125
Delihquent regular school) 19

Delinquent 243
Reformatory 698

Females

44

134

Control. - rural

- urban .

Delinquent (regular school) 19

Reformatory 105

Score .

A-

Standatd
21 Score Deviation

18.70
22.67

28.95

30.40
29.83

r

16.20

18.85
22.00
10.26

5.11
6.13

6.87

6.20.

6.65

4.80

6.23
7.83

5.63

The role- taking theory was adopted and a pool of true-false type
questions which fit the expected responses according to the theory
were applied to a large Sample. The most discriminative questions
constituted the delinquency scale (De). Cross-validation was obtained
by randomly seOcting kt4ms.of the 64. They were administered to
1,092 incoming Army re hits at Fort Ord, California, end- 4x$9__
stockade prisohers; .

Results and Conclusions

On the original sample of 64 °Ltems the De scale was significant
beyond the .01 level at discriminating between 906 male delinquents
ancit168 controls; and 44 female delinquents and 178 controls. Analysis
of,variance yielded F ratios of'62.5 fat the male samples and 91.3- for the
female samples.

e
Combining all delinquents and.conirol cases' Or each sex separately

permits identification of 75% of the delinquent subjects at a cost of
only 23% "false positives" for the males, and 12% "false positiyes" for
the females, using a cutting score of 4., A cutting score of 26would
correctly classify 78% of the total sample of 1430 cases,

On the crose-validatiOh sample, an F ratio of 11.53 was obtained.
This was significant beyond the .01 level. A cutting score of 17 was
equivalent in the 42-item scale to the cutting score of 26 it the 64-
item scale: Seventeen properly identified 66% and misclassified 22%.
Ofthe.controls. A cutting scoreof.18 would identify 60% and mis-
classify 16%.
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le

Another study was conducted at Lackland Air Force Base, Texas.
l Stockade prisoners (353) were administered a 58-item scale (a cutting

score of 24 was equivalent to 26); 64% scored 24 or alicive. The mean
score for first offenders was 25.74, SDk=6.55; the average for recidi.-
vists was 28.1,1 SD=7.03. The F'ratio Of the diff&ence was 3.31,
p"( .01,

Forty subjects in an experiment at the Institute of Personality,
Assessment and Research at the University of California, Berkeley,
were administered the De scale. The 10 'highest and 10 lowest, scorers
were then assigned adjectives describing them ty.observers. Six ob-

t servers rated, and at least two had to assign'the,same adjective to be
considered significant.

High De scorers were typified by the f011owing adjectives:

Affected Headstroni.
Anxious Rebellious
Defensive Sensitive
Dissatisfied Tense
Emotional Wary

Low Dd scorers were typified by these adPctives:

Calm Modest
Considerate Natural
Conventional Obliging
Dependable patient
Frank Peaceable,
Good - natured Tactful
Helpful Unassuming
.Moderate
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ANNOTATED,SUMARY OF PREDICTION OF
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41. Davies, M. "offene behavior and the classification ct.,9Wenders,"
British Journal of Oriminology,t 1969, 9(1), 39750484

Problem
a i

.e...
To attempt to relate offense behavior of ,probationers' o the

social and personalrdeta knows about IheM, and to asderta if the
type of crim,inal acti4ity itself Is a reflection offlh dividual's
problems and a key to his treatment needs.

ffr%

Sub ects

'Male probetioners (507), aged 17 -20 years, Erdm a sample colfected
betweeri 1 October 1964 and 15 July 1965. .

Scope

198 Larceny

167 Breaking and entering.
. :

.

...
.

.

.57 Auto theft" . p
V .

19 Sex offenders
36 Acts of violence .

.
.

30 Miscellaneous offenses 4.r
: . ..

...

4

A total of 1 98 variables were studied, incl4dipg: ,basic personal

data, offense derails/outcoMe,,physical/mentai health, criminal cul-
ture, material living standards, employment, sd'c1`ial relationships,

. _ . .finanOes, and leisure time activities.
,

.

3 ..

* 1'Results- and ConclusiOns .

,

-..

Results in terms of-offense: \ t'
.

.

.
.

1. Offenses. of dishonesty _,.

. . . .
.

(a) Larceny - 21%vere neurotic,
(b) lixobaking and entering.- maternal: Overprotection occurred

47.4% of the 'time.

2. Taking an4driVing away (joy riding) - 65.4% were MeMbers of
gangs (compared to a total group where 45.7% were members of

Agangs).

3. Crimes of.a.fiolence

6) 52.8% performed criminal act alone (compared to A 36.1%
rate for the total sample).

(b) 65%6% lived in homes where there were one or more
persons pet room (the-total sample averaged 4-7.2%)

6i

O
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. .

$ex offenses - More often the'ex offenders were mentally
retarded, immature and emotionally disturbed. The sex
offender was more often an'Integral part of the family,
-there was marked family cohesiveness in 75%:of 16 cases

,_checked (compare&to family cohesiveness of 26.6% in the
total sample) . _

Results in terms of recidivism

There were no significant differences between offense'groups in
terms of recidivism within 12 months of being placed on probation,
37% was the. rate for the entire sample.

Ap far as probation -population is concerned, there islittle
, indicationthat offense categories are of value for classifying of-

fenders, with a view to studying treatment. The authdis suggest a more
fruitful approach would be to utilize personal characteristics in

-deciding on probation'programs.

42.,) Dean,-C.W., and Duggan, T.J. "Interaction and parole prediction,"
British Journal of Criminology, 1969, 9(4), 345-353.

4,

Proble

ti

To relate situations, identifications and value orientations to
parole Ciita;aie7--.-7-To-determine_ybether an interaction model is
cient in explaining parole outcome, -ilrefiFfrc-iWtng-hypoth-esia__is

' stated:

Success rates are highest for parolees with:' .

f(a) Favorable situations and high non-criminal
identifications.

(b) Favorable situations and high non-criminal -
value orientations.

(c5.Righ non-criminal identifications and value.
orientations.

Subjects

p
1.

.
. . .

Recidivists, (98) in the failure group (returned to"rison for

tl
new cr es after parole release), and parolees-.(55) in the success ,
group with no -further legal.difficulty for a specified time peridd).

,...

Scope

Situational variables pertaining to objective'conditions experi-
4fiCed by the respondents during the parole period. Identification
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variables pertaining to, attitudes toward groups and behavior which sug-
gest reference group support for non-criminal variables. Value orien-.
tation variables include traditional indicators of-high -recidivism rates_
and a scale of orientation to etIminai means of goal attainment. 'In

total, 83 variables were assessed, but the specific instruments were
'not listed.

Results and Conclusions

The data demonstrates a dis proportionate increase in the criieribn
vriable when a combination o£ attributes is found. The results indi-
cate that an analytical technique accounting for effects if interaction
can contribute significantly to pAdicting parole outcome.

. .
9

.. .. .. .
. .

Negative situation scores yielded a. 77% failure on parole rate,
whereas, positive situation scores had a 46% failure rate.

'

t
Ap

e , .

Negative identifications sorea yielded a 94% failure rate, and
,. positiveidentificatiOn scoryie1ded,a 42% failure rate.

. -.

Negative, value orientation scores yielkd an 87% failure on parole
rate and positive scores yielded a 41% failure rate.

.

.-:

43. Twomey, John F., and Hendry, CharleA.H) qIIMPI characteristics of
difficult -to -Manage/federal penitenElary offenders," Psychological
Reports, 1969, 24(q),,546. - ---,,, '

).

f
.

. ''.

. ''. .. .

''''--,--_-,-,,.....----Th . - , ,

Problem .

/.
.

.

.1 . ,...

To investigate the personality characteristics of young adultYy.offenders. -.-
. !

Sub ects

Inmates (94) of Federal penitentiaiis and 120 comparison'sub-
.jects.

Scope . .

-

The booklet form of the Minnesota Personality Inve
tory (MMPI) Was adminislered to g4 I es. These men had expe
&Iced educational and discipIlnaryCdifficuities. The comparison 'sub-
jects were 120 literate male inmates with...A:sixth grade reading level.
or above. I

,

I e

Results and Conclusions

The results suggest that offenders (94 inms group) were lacking'
in'behaviofal controls as well 'as displaying som serious mispercepr

63
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4
tions and inappropriate emotional reactions to theirdUiroundings.
Examination of behavioral correlates and MMPI profiles is needed to

. plan specific treatment prpgrams,

44. Blackler, Charmion. "Primary recidivism in adult men: Differences
between men on first and' second prison sentence,g Breitish.
Journal of Criminology, 1968, 8(2), 130-169.

-

Problem (

To dete'Aaine a set of variables useful in the prediction of
future,lrecidivistd in-the population of prisoners serving first
sentences.-

Sub ects

First sentence (438) and second sentence prisoners (242) from
prisons at Birmingham, Bristol, Durham,:Leeds; and Manchester,
England, between October 1958 anti. June.1159. _

P

Sbope

This work was considered'a pilot. study. Information on 70 items'
divided into 15 areas was obtained from priso records and through
personal interviews with the prilioners. Chi square t.ras used to com-
pare the distribution of scores for the two groups of subjects on
subcategories of each item.

Results and Conclusionis,

First sentence'(FS) groug,primary recidivist (PR)- second sen-
tence group. ThefollOwing are dle resultg in terms of differences:

A. Age this sentence -- ND

64

B. Social circumstances and betravior

1. Marital status -- ND
2. Marriage stability (PR most often broken)*
3. Cohabitation --;PR greater

'4. Number olchildren,7.- ND .

5. Effectivenqss of contact with close relations (more FS
have good contact)** '

6. Effectiveness of contact with other relations and
friends (mote.FS iii;;Z`leod contact)***

7. Accomodation at time of arrest (more FS living with
own family; marriO4.',:or parents)*

. 8. Satisfaction-wi co*Odation -- ND



0

9. Religious
JO. Religious observance in civil life -- ND
11% Wife's denomination -- ND
12. Drinking and gambling/serious gambling ND'

13. Drinking and gambling in family (PR have somewhat--
-more)

C. Family background

1.' Parental composition of the home upon leaving school
(PR more often had disrupted home)*

2,
. Death of parent during school days -- ND

3. Number of siblings -- ND (however, 35% Of both groups
had five or morZ versus 10% national average)

4. , Father's occupational status (PR greater in locker
classes, when divided by skilled versus semi- skilled,.
'versus unskilled)*

5. Happiness of childhood, as recalled (more often
unhappy for PR)***

6. Causes of unhappiness (RR experienced more parental
disharmony and economic problems, ND.between unhappy

. men in each group) **
7. Prison experience in family (PR more often had among

siblings) * **
.

8. Mother's work during man's school.life -- ND
9; Mother's age at man'sbirth -- ND

D. Educ'ation

1. Kind of school -- ND. Committed to Home Office approved
school (more PR men committed)*** 4

2. Age upon leaving schogl -- ND
3. Interruption of education by.illness and/or truancy

(truancy - PR greater; illness'- ND) * * *.
4; Convictians.during school (PR greater, 'had at least one'

conviction) * **

E. Employment

I, Occupational status (PR more unskilled as, laborers;
FS more skilled and white collar)***

2. Unemployment at time of offense;(more PR unemployed)***
Longest geriod of.employment (FS.longer, 18 months or
less versus225 years versus over 5 years**

4. Number of jobs held in previous five years (PR more
'Jobs; nsed scale of 2 or less versus 34..8 versus 9 or
more) * **

5, Weekly7income when last at work -- ND
6. Other.earners contributing to household finances .ND
7. Sufficiency of income -- ND

65
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F. Military service
t

r.: -f-e"
1. Type, of engagement (PR moreregular versus all other;

unfit and exempt excluded) * * *;

2. Summary of service (FS more completed satisfactorily)***
3. Service crime (PR higher, detention versus prison versus

no record)***

G. Intelligence (usednon-verbal, Ravens Progressive Matrices).
FS versus'PRI--- NID,(VS or PR versus general population r both

,
.lower) * **

H. Educational attainments

1. Reading 'comprehension

hensioa,Test) -- ND
2. Arithmetic test -- ND,

I. Personality

)

(used Wdtts-Vernon Reading Compre-

1, Matdsley Personality 'inventory
a. Neuroticism (PR higher; both groups higher,than non-

'criminal, but lower than diagnosed neurotics)**
b. Extroversion -- ND between group versus general

population
2. California Authoritarian Attitude Scale -- ND

a. Authoritarianism or rigidity -- ND
b. Acquiescence or compliance -= ND

J. AnthropoMetrical details

1. Height -- ND
2. Weight -- ND

,

K. Medical his\tory -- Incapacitating illness resulting in per-
manent disability -- ND

L. Psychiatric history

1. Subnormality ND
2. Psychidtr# disturbance -- ND 0

3. Subnormality in immediate (natural) family --'ND
4. Psychiatric disorder (including attempted suicide) in

immediatelamily -- ND

* M. -Current conviction and sentence

1. Length of cutirent'aentence (1 month or less versus3-6
months,Verdus,1 year or over.; Fs more often,in 1 month
or less, PR mine often in 1-6 months; ND longer
sentence) * **



..

t
2. Nature of current offense

.

a. .breaking and entering, larceny, fraud and false,
pretense versus all others (PR higher)**

b. Breaking and entering and larceny versus
all others (PR higher)***

c. Sex offenses versus all others (FS higher)**
d. Fraud versus all others -(FS higher)**

3, Some features of current offense
a. Accomplices -- ND
b. Planning, -- ND

Involvement of drugs or'alcohol -- ND
4. Disposal during period of await'ing sentence

(more FS given bail)**

N. Criminal record -

1

1. Age at first recorded onvrction (PR, more menTirSt
convicted in adolescence) * ** ;

-2.. Number of previous convictions (PR higher, 1-3 versus .

4.or snore; groups were defined on the basis of serving
a sentence, nOt,on the basis of conviction) * **

3. Nature of offenses comprising previous convictions
a. Larceny versus all others (PR higher)***
b. Violence versus all others (PR higher)**
C- Breaking and entering (PR higher)** ,

d. Sex offenses -- ND
4, Previous sentence,

, . .4
a. Bound over on conditional discharges (PR higher)*

4...o'

J

b, Probation.-- ND
.c, Frftud -- ND .

.

. 5. Interval at risk after last sentence (period between
'eat and present conviction; first offenders were omitted)

'(FS shorter,.under 12 months versus five years, versus-...
over five years)** . -.. ,

6, Civil offenses -- ND in number
7. Time spent in prison, op. remand, and/or as Civil prigoneS :".:-. .

/,'..
(PR, greafertime, 0-4 Weeks versus 'more than 4 weeks) * ** , . --' -.

. , ..,...

Follow-Up Fall 1962: . : ,7..

j.....
- . f .11

. 1. Subsequent convictions (PR, more reconvicted, 67.3% ...

,.-

........,*
. :.- .......,

versus 38,1%)*** ..e
e

. 2. First subsequent sentence (<.02 PR greater, imprison-
ment versus.all other sentences)* ,. ,

,....

3. Differences between repeater and non-reyeater. '.

a. 'Distinguished FS versus PR, but did not distinguish
.

reconvicted from non-reconvicted
,
within groups.
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-

..RememberaThOme as Unhappy
.

., .

.'alpaa longest job for Short Period
4erved regular Service engagement
:Rome disrupted while at school .

.Psychiatric history 'or marked symptOms . r
',

b. DistinguisRbd FS (recidivist) from FS(non-recidiVists),,
: .., but did-not distinguiah FS from ER.

1, . .

.. :. .Age-repeaters younger
,. . ,

:
.

.,

.

.
.Marital statu '- repeater a more \ often s. in glej

.
r /

,

.

t
4 There-ar&. scriking differ between first se ntence and

''primary.recidivists. Most of lela'ctors which distinguish FS and PR '---

falsedistingtish FS' (non-recidivists) and 'PS (recidivists).' Few of . '

/
the facbpra, which distinguish FS'end PA distinguish PR (non-recidivists) _../.

'and PR (recidiVistd). ,The results lenesupport to the hypothesis that' ,

recidivism his correlated with isolation from society
.

i.
. .

... . , ..
`, .;. SD, rno-differehae

,

.,.,

4

.

,..-" - *statisti.caill. Significantat 4054
.,

'. **dtatistiCally Signpficant at .01 .,
1\ ,

4c**statiatically,significanCat .001 ,0
4.

'fi5. .NicholSon, Richard C. "Use of prediction in'caselok management,"
, .. ,

.

:
Federal Probation, 19e.9,,- 32(4),,.54-5g

, ",.,, , .

, , . ;- ',,- ,i1. '-'- -, ''

Prelsalemt-
.,

. : . I

4 ' ..- 0. , i._-''

.
.', : ,

..

_.TOtest the Value'afo-,a Modified bass sxpettancy system in pre-.
4Cting sat-idfaceori,Q5A4Munity adjustment,of probationers and lmr6lees.,.,

.

Subject's"
, ,

, The recordsof'1Wadult male Federilprdbationers and pi-rOltes
-:-

were examined"; 71 had, beer on probation.. and 40.had been* parole..
. :. ..'

,.-
...

4
....

'Scope, ' ". ...,-.
.,

l .
's. ' 4'"

The modified Caliiornia;Department,,,of COrrections Rase Expeptaticy
..-,

1-,. :t. ..

.Scorint System wascapplied co the-petSOnnel.recorda,.of,111 grobationers

enePirolees"(see'Figure 2).-_The.acdtter was diVided.into dirge- -:'.
groups,byprobability...of 4avOrabie parole, The statistical tnstru-

_,. . ,

'vent, tsedto4nalyze the was a chi'siitare'.f.., 0. , .
. , .

.41.,,.

.

.0

a



a A..

Points.'Characteristic
, ..

49 A. .arrest-freeperiod of five or mote consecutive
years- .t =

-L.

B. 410 history a opiate usage-
b. Few jail commitments (none,'one or two)
D. Most regent bonviction or "commitment does not

. . ..

..d'ihyRlve checks, forgery or bU
,

rglary
,, No .family criminal,recOrd

.

F. re alcohol involvement ,
- G' Firit arrest not, for auto ottidft

H..-Welve months.stpady'employment within one }Teat
prior to arraignment-for present offense- --

I. 'our to eleven months-steady employment priorto
arraignment for present Offense. .(If given 6

.',
, points On item H, add also 4'points fox this

itew)__...........1.*,

%I.ko'lieases -..w... 1
. .

K."FlaVorqble living'arrangetent- .-, ,
.

..

12
L 9

r 8

L. 7

6
.

6

5

, 6

4 ,

5
4 r : ,

1. Few pftor'S:trests (none, one or two) - 4. , , ,

4

Sum of, -Points 75

.

Scale For Potential Adjustment-

B
00-36 (37-56,

FIGURE 2. SCORING FORM.
$ a: 1

.

,,

. Results-and Conclustpus
.,, .

' .
,

.

. -

'encbetwen 'the three grOupd was significant at the.01

.i. . ..

level. '.
.

t..
. . .

,Fifty-five (of 111) scored between 5774 (termed "A,". least
likely to violate); 99% made favbrable'adjustment.--Forty scored

'''betWeen-37-5f, ("B");'35% made favorable adju§tment..urteen cored
, , between 17-36.("C"Yr itone' of ifils group' sucCesSfully.

Nicholson suggest little!or no supervision Eor group 1:1V11 entirely
' 'different programs for group usn; and more supervision of group "B".

. Along with the study0 t i'le probation office in the Eastern Di's-

.
,

'trictof-CalifOrnia.reviewed the literature for ctinical criteria
Which mould be helpful in prediction of who would be successful in

,,

..

..

' f .

.1

'

. .69I I)
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adjustment. The following represents their final selection of what
they 'believe to be useful items:

'1. The presence in the client of a healthy sense of
--tonscience (embarrassment and discomfort) because

""' of thefoffense that he has committed---"or of
OtSton.objectivt assessment by the offendera.
that his offen6el_constituted a wrong.

'2. The absence of indicators that the offuder is
potentially aggressive or violent.'

3. Potential, if not actual, ability to tolerate and
control anxieties and.to circumscribe his
"acting out."'

4. A life position in which the offender feels con-
tented with himself and his associates -- or the
,Aesire to strive for such a position do the basis
of thought and faith.

5.' A life history that. shows moderate ability to make
adequate decisions and to estimateprobabilities
in thd right of.reaiity.

. The ability and desire to attain satisfying and
reasonable goals, in life (however mediocre),

. along with the conviction thatperbonal and .

social storms are not going to subside immedi-
ately./ .

. :
7. A favvrable recommendation for probatiorimade by

the officer that submitted the presentence report.

46. Taylor; A.J.W.. "Prediction for parole: Aglot study with delinquent
girlsy.:' British Journal of Criminology, 1967, 7(4), 418-424.

Problem
. 1 .)

To.exam.iile the'validity of4abjective peer evaluation in pre-
dicting parole. release and success.

., 0. 1
$

Sub ects.

Eleve Borstal gi ls committed for offenses ranging from joy
riding, tear pros ution, burglary, and aAsault. The average age
was16.7 years, and average education was 1.2 years of secondary

.

school. t.

70
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4

Scope

The'delinqueht girls' rate who will be paroled after meeting
together forl and 19 weeks, Those reconvicted,after six months of*
release and those not reconvicted,were then given the following: the
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory, 16 PP, IPAT Humour test,
Eysenck TR Scale, Raven's 45iogressive Matrices (1936Y, Criminal Atti-
tude Scale (Taylor)',,and two Behaviour Rating Scales (Taylor).

Results and Conclusions

Thacorrelations between the girls! lists and the parole board
decisions were high; rho=.934, t=7.599, p:<.001. This was 'not a fac-
tor of simply lehgth of time at the afistitution,as this correlated
with the lists at only rho=.3, t4.1.

..

The psychometric tests were given to 10 reconvicted girls (includ-
ing lour of the eleven making the list), and 23 not reconvicted
(including the othersseven,from the list). None of the tests signi-
ficantly discriminated the two groups,'

'Group parole prediction is no practical due to peet pressure;
lackof cooperation, lack of responsiTAlity, and.notIspowing the

necessary information' concerning pos't release arrangements and reha-
bilitation. .

e, 'Tli'g_task of rehabilitation-is to provide conditions to allow
expression and reinforcement of acceptable standards. The girls '.
already knewIlthe values society would-accept, bUt'they needed help
in rearranging their basic patterns of legal /moral /religious /!social/

psychological areas of guilt and control which ordereetheir.lives,
Mafy:ofithe girls were profoundly influenced by people of integrity.

'

47. Ohlin, "PiedictingTarole Behavior," in The Sociology of
Punishment and Correction, New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,
1967, Pp. 282-291.

.
'

Problem.

Todetermine what inforMatioecancerning a potential parolee will.
.114'aid-in predicting his adjustment to society while on parole. '

Sulljecte

Parolees (4,941) from Illinois state penitentiaries paoled
betwee 190 and 1945. Their total,violation rate was 28%.

. .

J./
71
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Scope

Factors were 'chosen forari experience table and were statistically.
.matched to the-record of the sample in terms of. their favoratilenebs;-,
ox afavorahleness, to parole success. The factor had to be statis:-

" ,t;pally significant in order to fall outside the neutral category.
PoteAtial parolees would be given a -1-,.1:for all favorable,items and a
-1'fOr all unfavorable items. The chances of success for the poten-
tialParolee could be-determined from his total score.

Results and Conclusions.

The Sample was broken into.10 groups by'scores. with vlolation
rates ranging froi three to seventy-five percent. The total parole
peiiod violation rates for the various score groups could be estimated
with an average error only two percent by revising the table each
year so that the e*periende table reflected the latest group on
parole.

Those factors found to be favorableto successful parole ad5ust-
ment include the parolee*:

i
i. .. %H ..being'sentented for hpmicide'or assault- .

. h
'.being, sentenced for sex, of=fenses

.

.having. definite sentence .

.coming from a superik.home
_.being,a fitrst(ofender :

.

.maintaining a very active family interest

.being an older; responsible, reliable,citi.zen' 4

.having been marginally. delinquent
' having been a farmer ( .

:having been socially inadequate
'..

. :having a iegulir work record ....,
. ,

,haying thFee or mOre asaociatea in hia crime, .

.having no gross defects of personality % ,

.having a favorable psychiatric prognosis ,
......-,

. , . -.

.
.

Those faCtors fouhd to.be unfavorable to successful parole.
include the parolee:

.convicted for burglary
%having a history of recidivism s

.having a history of habitual crime

.having nopfamilykinterest -,

.having been 'a social floater
s.

,

. .having been socially maladjusted
_!./

.having bten a drunkard. +..
'having. been a, diug addict

s.,. .havitg been a transient

.having had-an inadequate job on parole (this was the most
,significant.factor of all; 657.1of the'recidivists had,in-

72

adequate jobs on parole)
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48, Grygier, Tadeusi. "The effect of social action: Current prediction
methods and two new models," British Journal of Criminology,
19.66, 6(3), 269-293.

Problem

To critique prediction methodology and give an example of_pre-
'dictive attribute analyses..

4
4

Sub ects

The records of 100 successful Canadian parolees and 100 unsuccess-
ful parolees were examined.

Scope

The file of 200 Canadian parolees were examined. Of the 53 vari-
ables derived from the record6,.13 were found with objectivity,relia-
bility, efficiericy and face validity. Chi square between successful
and unsuccessful parolee' variables was performed. Success was defined
as at least two years without aviolation.

Results and Conclusions

A 'summary of the critique of prediction models includes thelf91-
lowing statements: ,

Burgess Method. Each factor counts one point; sum of points
gives the measure ofprobability. An example is Gough arid Peterson
'0.9525,' The greatest' disadvintage is the need 6 sive each factor --a
weight commensurate with its individual predictive power,

Glueck Method, 'A modiflEation of the Burgess Method, Each
., factor is given a weight equal to the percentage of offeriders or

delinquents in the sample who possess the attribute, It is not effi-
cient because many items neither add nor detract from predictive
power, Many items vary together, therefore, only one of them is
needed:

Linear Regression and Social Progression Models Calc,ulates
the predictive weight of each factor. An example is Minnhein and
Wilkins (1955): The greatest disadvantage is the concept of regres-
s,ion to the mean, in social:life, regression effects may .be but- .

weighted by progression'effects,

.

Gry$ier preaents his example of Predictive Attribute Analysis.
He/believes one positive product of this analysis.is that it snakes ,

allOwancePfor treatment variables to effect the final disposition of
Itimdivp:luals. In the previous models,the instruments could be admini-
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stered at any time; they relied on the pe son's background to decide
which group he was in. He admits this mo 1 is vulnerable to sampling
errors. )

In the high risk parolee groupc-intensive casework superyksion
was the best predictor of success (p' .01). In the low risk group,
thoSe with short sentences fared best (p< .001). A predictive effi-
ciency of 90% is cited, but as a warning it should be noted that as
the device is applied to samples moving away from an even 50-50 chance
of success its accuracy declines. Grygier believes the device would
best be administered at an individual's first appearance in court.

49. Hood, Roger. "Study of the effectiveness of pre-sentence investiga-
tions in reducing recidivism,",British Journal of Criminology,
1966, 6(3), 303-310.

Problem

To assess the effectiveness of pre-sentence investigations in
reducing recidivism. /

SUblects

TWo samples of 100 male offenders were drawn. Sample A consisted
of offenders convicted between June 1959 and 'June 1961, and Sample B
consisted of offenders convicted between September 1961 and September
1963.

Scope

The criterion 'of effectiVtness chosen was whether the proportion.
of offenders subsequently reconvicted had fallen. Reconviction rates_
during two different periods were compared; one periOd covering a time
when the Bench remanded for inquiries When they were felt to be needed,
and the other period covering the Streatfield policy (to consider in-
formation from probation .Aficerd and other sources before passing
sentence).

Results and. Conclusions

The reildiyism-rate has notas yet been_ reduced. At least
three hypotheses account for this: . _

1. Probation officers are attempting to includein their'
reports all the kinds of information which the Streatfield Report
considered relevant to a sentencing decision; however, we may still
be ignorant of the most efficient "indicators of the likelihood of
penal treatment."
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2. The relevant information is,in the reports, but the '

Bench does trot know which information is relevant to which sentence.

3. It does not matter which sentence is chosen, i.e., for
offenders with previous convictions, fines, detention center and
probation might have similar reconviction rate

50. Jacks, "cOffender characteristics predictive of parole
behavior," American Journal of Corrections, 1966, 28(3), 10-12.

t

Problem

-J,,

To determine the feasibility of upaig the characteristics of
offenders to predict criminal patterns,

Sub ects

Offenders (364) convicted of burglary, 186 convicted of robbeiry,
,53 convicted of forgery, 86 convicted of larceny, and 43 convicted .1

: * Of larceny of motor vehicles:

Scope

The case records of all men on parole in Pennsyllianis between
July 1 and December 31, 1969 who had not committed crimes against
people were studied.

Results And Conclusions

Burglars were found most likely to repeat a crime and breik
their parole. Forgers are older and most likely ,to admit that their
crimes are committed for personal gain. The forger has thelongest
criminal record, least unemployment, least accomplices and the lowest
number of first offenders. Next to,bdrglary, the forger has the ,

highest rate lafrecidivism,

Larceny ties with forgery for the highest number of prior arrests.
. ,

Larceny is high, along with burglary, in repetition of the same crime.

Larceny of motor vehicles involves the youngest and the greatett
percentage of first offehderS, the most unemployed., and die least :
_likely_to admit their crime was committed for personal gain. Jack-S

believes this iroup-ig the most likely-tp-gain.....tha greatest benefit. .

from parole supervision.
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51.- Andrew, A. "Social factors affecting recidivism," Canadian Journal of
Corrections, 1966, 80), 167-172,

.'C

Problem

To attempt to devise a method to predict successful parole.'

Subjects .

The recidivism rate of 156 Canadian prisoners was examined fol-'
lowing 18-28 months of'freedom.

Scope

Recidivists and non-recidivists were comparedn the basis of the
objective data obtained from their prison personnel records.

Results aiid Conclusions

Of the sample, 60,2% were recidivists. No significant differences
were found between recidivists and non-recidivists.for age,ethnic
origin) educationf.or relfgfon, The type of offense was not measured.
No 'significance was found for institution, type of service, Occupa-
tion, number of prevfous convictions, or marital status.:

Figure 3 Illustrates a predictiontable using marriage, number of
prPvious convictions, and job shills.

Relationship of
Prediction prediction score.
; Scale . , 'to success rates

of sample

Many Few Percentage
Convictions Convictions Score of Subcess

Married 0 4.5 7 - 8.5 84.4%
, Unmatrried

Skilled
0

4

0 ,

4

Data not given
4 39.4%

. Unskilled 2.5 2.5 2.5 23.0%

FIGURE 3 PAROLE PREDICTION _TABLE

% .

.
.

. \
,

.

,The author believes it is very impprtant for a'nian to parcel" his
skill as being marketable. Andrews-believes stress of corrections
should be on helping the individual develap the ability to form mean
ingful interpeisonal relationships.He'VPul like o seeegreater use
of pirole, smaller institutions, arid half-waY,,houses

.._

\
gok ,
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52. Hall, Reis H., Milazzc, Mildred, and Posner, Judy. A Descriptive and .

Comparative Study of Recidivism in Pre-Release Guidance Center
A Releases, Washingtqn, D.C.; U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau

. of Prisons, (n.d., probably. 1965).
it

Problem

To study the post-release adjustment of inmates released from
pre-release guidance centers ig Detroit, Chicago, Los Angeles, and
New York during FY 1964. .

Sub ects

Inmates (285) released from prerrelease guidance centers.

Scope

After a/o/low-up period of two years, the results of a sample
of 285 men were compared with the results of a 1961 .base expectancy
study. .

Results and Conclusions

Of th e%285.1nmates, 153 were termed as "successes," 98 as "fail-
urps,'" and 54 as "in-program faildres." Eliminating "in-program fail-
ures," 57.6% of the remaining 231 were "successes" and 42.4% were

'

"failures,"

A significa nt decrease, in recidivism has been demopstrated for,
selective groups who successfully participated in the fre-release
guidance center program. '.

,41

53. West, D.J., and*Bearcroft, J.S. "Psychiatric morbidity and prognosis
in criminals," International Journal of Social Psychiatry,.
1961-62, 8(1)., 45-50.

Problem
. .

.

To disCover whether particular psychiatric features on diagnoses
.

ve,associated with the likelihood of reconviction.
. ,.

. ....
.

Sub ects

Referrals (155) by courts fort psychiatri'c reports.

0 .



Scope

The cases (155) were divided into three groups: exhibitionists,
hoiosexuals, and property offenders, according to the,nature of the
current convictAn leading to their examination. Information was
sought which would test the following hypotheses concerning offenders
referred to psychiatric clinics:

1. Offenders with past or present psychiatric abnormality
have an increased likelihood of reconviction.,

2. Offendqrs attending clinics for treatment have a decreased
likelihood of reconviction.

Results and Conclusions

The results are consistent with the first hypothesis. .Those with
a history of psychiatric abnormality in themselves or their families
have a somewhat increased tendency towards reconviction, but this is
of limited significance in the prognosis of criminality.. Attendance
at the clinics is not shown to reduce the jikelihood of reconviction.

54. Gough, M.G., Wenk, E.A., and Ro ynko, V.V. "Parole outcomes as pre-
dicted from the CPI, the I, and a base expectancy table;".
'Journal of Abnormal Psychology, 1965, 70, 432-441.

Problem

To investigate the predictive effectiveness, of three of the most
common parole prediction devices on the same Pogidtion.

Sub ects

_The'initial sample included 183 violators and.261 non-violators,
While the cross-validation sae included 130 violators and 165 non-
violatora.

.

Scope

Successful parole was defined as, two years minimum without'vio-
lation or new offense. Multiple-7regresdion analysis was utilized for
Al possible combinations of the CPI, MMPI, and the California Youth
Authority Base Expectancy Index (BE).

t
,

Results and Conclusions

The significant 4fferences between violators and non-violators
are listed below:

-714.
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Initial Cross-
Sample Validation

, -

BE Index -01 .01'
CPI So Scale (socialization) .01 ' -01
Sc Scale (self-control) .01 .05
MMPI 4-. 2K (hypomania) .05 .05

The "chance" prediction (that is, saying all will succeed) is
56 %. By setting cutting scores of 49 and below on, the HMI, 48 and
below on the CPI, and 35 and below on the BE Index, the percentages
of "hits" were as follows:

BE alone, 59%,

BE plus CPI, 63%
BE plus MMPI, 60%
BE plus CPI plus MMPI, 63%
CPI alone, 60%

.-MMPI alone, 55%
CPI plus MMPI, 60%

The best combination might be: BE Index, the socialization, Self-
control, and community scales of the CPI with positive weightings,
and the social presenct scale of the CPI with a negative weighting.

To gain insight into the type of person high and low scorers
might be, 100men were studied for six days by 10. observers; after
which the observers completed the Gough Adjective Checklist, The
successful parolee is conscientious, moderate, not flamboyant, and
perhaps, unduly subdued. The law scorer is narcissistic, restless,
Undercontrolled; to& sure Of himself, and quick to take offense. The
authors conclude that the past, and the capacity to adapt to a deter-
mined and strictly regulated environment,'seem to have the most impor-
tance successful parole,

55. Ali, Badr-El-Din "Factors Determining success or Failure of Parole

in'Six Major Studies," in .Comparative Study of TWO Types of -

Parole Violators,'Columb1m: Ohio State University, 1958,

Problem

To compere the significant findings oisix major parole predic-
tion studies.

.Subjects

.
Parolees from Minnesota, Massachusetts, Alabama, and Illinois.

79
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Scope.

'Burgess' 1928 study of Illinois parolees, Vold's 1931 study of
Minnesqta parolees, the 1939 Attorney General's survey of release
procedures, the Gluecks' 1943 study of Massachusetts parolees,
Graham's 1946 study of Alabama parolees, and Ohlin's 1951 study of
.Illinois parolees were compared.

.Results and. Conclusions

The type of offense was.'a significant factor in five of the six
studies.

Four of the six studies found the following items significant:
community of offense, previous criminal record, marital status on
parole, previous work record, and, conduct record in prison.

110

Three of the six studies found these factors significant: number.6 I

of associates, nature of sentence, length of sentence, parental and
home status, criminal type, and social type.

' In the six studies, 94.items were assessed and it appeared that
50 of these were at least at one time found significant in predicting
suceess from failure in parole.

80
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56. A

.f,

FORT KNOX STOCKADE
f

- 0.
,,

A

t
Prisoner. . Prisoner Profile, March 1971

t

Average Age: 20,4,4

Education Level: 11.0

High School Graduate: 21.0%
#

Attended College: .2%

Compl4eaCollege: 0%
y

RA: 62%

JUSL 38%
.

Offense : 85%.

,Reasons for

Financial. 11%
Domestic 32%
Medical 8%

Adjustment 46%
( Other4 3%

Two or more offenses: 58%

Re confined: 53%

GOod Dutrtime: 10 months

;-41.6001101*

:

Marital Status:

Single°. , 46%
' Vliriled 50% 74-",

divorced. 4p

.
.,Broken Home: 42% 4..

Drugs: :34%

111011106 . .

. 5..

. .

. k
..

A
Th. r.6ults'ar4 a comliUsite profits thought to be fairly r!ISentie
. r.-Data obtained' by 'Faridomly saWing 100 files in Match

,

.

'6

7

.

.

"7-1.

ti

Its

06

_I .

;:
,.

,

.0

.1

1.

I

of acy stockade. "14.
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FORT KNOX STOCYADE

. Prisdnee Profile, Dctober 1971

Education Level: 10th Gr

High School: 11

Attended College: 1%

c

9

Completed ColAgit;___YL_____

1 .

RA: 58

TS: .42%

AWOL: 91%

Reasons kr AWOL:4

39%,
Domestic 32%

. .Medisia 1%

Ad.Tustment 22%

'Recidivists: 41

Reconfined: 67 %.

Good Duty Time: 6 months

Marital Status:

Single 49%
Married . 42%
Divorced 9%

Broken Home: 34%

. y

Drug's: 39%

,

.

. *
l . . ,

Datb. obtained by randgmly sampling 106 files -fn October 1971.

r

A

.2*

. 4 85
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57. Patterson, MAJ J., and Bailey, LTC R. From a Briefinon Correctional
Training Facility, Fort Riley, Kansas, (date and place'f
briefin, unkno0n). .

Problem

To discuss' the Correctional Training FaCility (CTF) at Fort
Riley, Kahsas.

Discussion

The objective of the CTF is to correct deviant behavior and
return soldiers to duty w improved.,attitudes,an8 motivation.

err'year, 9,000 soldiers are processed through thd7CTF. It is
classified as a Class II activity and its guidelines can be found in
AR 109-19. CTF Mission tasks iAclude:

,,

1. Intensive training ,

2. Close custddial supervision (CTF is a minimum,
physical restraint facility)

3: Correctional trainingr
4 Removing soldiers from, the CTF program

Training:

4*

1. Military,consumes.about 2/3 of total-time spent at CTF
2.. Motivational-consumes about 1/3 of 011 time spent at CTF

1. .. ro Le of the Typical CTF Trainee:
. ,..,_

1 4,. i :...''' 12.....:Twerity-ae*o years:if age
A

... . ..1 '..e, :.. 1. :'.4)th trade education ''. .
, :

.....**7 1,5t. eitic4sliiii-i..24t ;BJ:4*
.

..'4....-" ...42; C`ofte from bro'keti "hia_meil'...;

' ':".;;;. ":7S:. ;1-0.:513'4":'ar:;a:.V.I.etYk4m .:v.aterges

.6. 62% Areriieci%who- data tecif.in .t.he Any (RA) ; 387. are

:'41i!.:.',...* diftbes. "(11.0" '''., ...i...; ,....., '.41... .:''',

20.:5:7.a4.ftSF.PIZOJEet*.:t0;0434i;;',:.:"

M0$/ 2T civalifiesd

0 .gaectiOil.eritexia Tor.CTF Trainees ;.,

'86

2. ,F,ree'rrom Clwracter disorder "

t

days\to.goOXI.Ithelrsentence or%fatty dayt if
they'are:.BCT.qualiffea.

4. Must not have an approyed admigistra4ve:Oischarge::
' :%;

.

4 k)

\ I
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Ut

ThoSe'Who Cannot Be Selected:

1. Persons with a Bad Conduct or Dishonorable given
to them at their court martial

2. Those in pre-trial confinement
"Those with a psychotic condition or another

serious character disorder

CTF gets shipments of new aoldiers.evdry Mondiy and-Tuesday:

0
,a. Usually gets about 350 per wee1 from foreskall over the U.S.

b. Gets about 150 from the rest of the'world
) . .

The facility. is organized into correctional units. These unite are
Commanded by Infantry and MP 'officers. Ect01 team has a CPT and hree *--1
or four EM. These enlisted people are usually hil0er rankin8NCQ"s - -

c..y

such as E-6's and E-7',s. Thy cadre team is in close Contact with ..,-',. _ ..

the_trainees seven days a week and tvienty-four hourd'aday. This '

team meats with the new trainees at receplicin' time and attempts to.
...identify individual, problems. It'works closely with t'h JAG office,,.; y, lit "

,
: -

.. '-
,,

.

,

chaplain's office and the social worker.'
. P.. j.

Training Aspects of tfie4Mision:, .

1. Motivational = emphsis on
a. moral responsibility
b. peisonal affairsi,

adjuttment
(2) drugs
(3) moneymanagement

.c military adjustment
(1) pay

(2) allotments

,

.(3) types'of di;chages
(4) diill and ceremonies

d.' education and /earning
(1) oral communication
(2) education
(3) economics
(4) ,geography ;

'1r . (5) princip -s of learning
.

MilitaryAraining d Retraining:

1: Weapons instruction
2. Physic training
3. ,Tac cal training

i

4

CTF lasts'nfne weeks: 'First week, In-Processing; Second weekrThird
week, Motivational Training; Fouith'week; :All eight weeks, Military
Training. Trainees ap,CTF get their duty assignments from CONAAC

.when they gredua:te from CTF.

,

8'21

`w



'Research and Evaluation Division:

ConduCts studies approved by DA in office of DesPer
2. Have published an AWOL Handbook for all.commandars
3. Did follow-up study on.CTF after its first 22 9..ths

of operation and found:

a. 84% completed the program
b. 47% ww.returned to active duty
c. 10% were given-Honorable Discharges
d. Total of 57% considered rehabilitated by CTF staff

1 .1'
Prafessional Services Division:

_ . .

.4-. 'A
4 I

SoCial'Workers
. 't.

.""- .:
:'

57.

:
:

11.

ot ..

Seyen4Step.: Program:
. -

.

1. "Notto.-,.- "hiftk Realistically"

CondUCted bythreeex-convicts
3. S-me4sicippclunsellpg and individual counseling (when,

". .

4.. Works closely with the 'adre of.. the correctional units and,

givre.6,ttarfeedback On particulars of certain trainees
'

: L'

-N..

. ... .:, e ,,..

..

-''..o elcohalics'at CTF; then are potanxial alcoholicd:at CTF. Before
''' ,1$71:4'i% 'of the trainees were there fot_AWOL. §ince 1971, the regU:-?,

.. ,

.lations have been changed and those wiX11^9ffenies such as disrespect
ta.an.afficer and assault and battefy are admitted.

. -

.." Time at CTF counts as bad timeor the trainee.-

Trustee. System at CTF:

to.

Those soldiers who, are sent to CTF as. trainees but who pre-44
viOsly. were high ranking NCO's (E-6's, 7'6) are often put n charge
of othiptrainees,

AWOL's now constitute 60%'of CTF trainees.
71

88
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58. Shocker, Wayne B. "Prediction of Delinquent Behavior Among Army
Basic Trainees," unpublished Master's Thesis, Murray, Kentucky:

'' Murray State University, 1972.

Prol4;iem

.

To identify Army basic trainees.. who will perform delinquent acts
or become AWOL. fb

Subjects

Sc e

Trainhs (1,195) in their first week of basic. combat training.

Administered the Navy Delinquent,Potential (DP) Scale, the Quay-
Peterson Personal Opinion Survey and the Minnesota Multipha -sic Per-

Sonality Inventory Delinquency (De) Subscale t the beginning of the
soldiers' career and obtained follow-ups in eir behavior ten weeks
later. Chi squarand Kolmogorov-Smirnov ana yses were conducted to
compare the delinquent and non-delinquenesco es. Multiple discri-
minant function analysis was conducted on a matched group of 68
delinquents an& 67 non - delinquents. 4

Results. and Conclusions

"Forty-Rine trainees went AWOL and twenty-two committed delin-
' quent acts. 4.

4 , ,
....

. .:
,,' -1

4 N ,.

Delinquent behavior was found to be subseqdently re ated to man- ,

tal status of parents of trainees when young andparent4 discipline,,, .R,

..

. DelinqudRts were subseqdently younger, less educated, atd s6cred ", -1 '
lower on the Army General Classification Test.

co:
. ''''

1

.

.,

,4V,7:.
A trained who had a brother in the service was iore,-likelyisto . ,',4!,..

'commi.t a delihquentlact than one who did, not. : .

Trainees who decided in advance to go AWOL admitted%so son the '
questionnaire.

;.
.\

.,,... ....

The Navy D P scale discriminated idantly between delinquents:.-(
and nondel.inquents:'

Combining the variables resulted .1 ,a, screening device 'that
would correctly identify 79% of the AWOL'S arid77%pf.the non-

;

delinquents.

k..

41.

ti
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5 . Berbiglia, James C. The AWOL Syndrome, Lod Angeles: Psychological

Publications, Inc., 1971.

Problem
4

To preict those soldiers who will go AWOL in their present
situation.

. vScope

- The Taylor-Johnson Temperament'Analyses (T-JTA) was administered
to a stockade population, to two companies and to a battalion. Those
individuals who obtained a certain test profile were then counseled.

.

Results and Conclusions

A. Stockade Sample:

Chaplain Berbiglia'was involved in counseling stockade,
.° pzisoners. In using the T-JTA he noticed AWOL's exhibited a trait

"pattern. This involved scoring on a form on the following six traits:

I

Highly nervoub (70+%)

Highly dep`resgive%(86-1-%)

Not quiet (20-t)

Not in1ibited (20"%)"

Highly hostile (80-1-7.)

Not impulsive (20-X)

B. Pilot'Study:

. .

. _ .

The T7JTA was administered toapproximately 800 men proceed-

1 ing into an artillery battalion-. The first 214 men to sEorevith4d the
framework of the AWOL Syndrome, admitted to:" argon, seriobsprobIems
and considering AWOL. By administering fh.e.:1-!j'aland by .providing

t,counseling i an atmosphere,of acceptance to the potential AWOLq the.
AWOL rate dripped to 0 in four. mopha. and repeaters' were reduced from .

50% to less hap 5%. , .. t .

II
.,. .

* .-..., .

C. Company -Side U .,perimenr: '." ,
';

- :- : ,m ,

,'

. Two companies were,ttatedikThe company commander of one..
company was informed.of wq.ch.Mren Veflected 0e-AWOL syridiome and the

,,
,

men vr^e counselid. The coMPanycommander of-die"other company was
asked to mark'which Npe belieyed would go. AWOL but was not told of
anyone's.T-JTA s§ortee:e"rwanty-:seven men.iaere identified:in the experi-.
Mental company and seventeen "omen were identified in the contrbl company.

The contrql coMpanycoMmandet picked 28 potential AWOL's, only those :,,.
of which were aldo picked by.the 'T-JTA-,

,

. " . -, ,' ' ,

.

.' ..

90 -. .11 yk.i.
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After three weeks the experime
felt that the contact Wserved couns
after passing'the T "JTAone of, the
AWOLs went AWOL

t

D. Battalion-Size Experiment:

u s cane
in Ho v

ou

The T-,;TA was administered by NCO's
battal.io . Eighty-nine scored in the AW01:s3In
percen of these said they were AWOL possibilrt
pro ided in one f the `four battalions tested-

AWOL rate one- alf of 1114 of the three control -be

to
rom

because
, no one e A
rimental p.tnti

-__

me an XI-T,,,

ea. .rty-three,
uns li was . -^

a al TI.
,

Nad'an .s,

60. Blume, Robe t M. Responve-to-incarcetation,Altnal R
D4DA17 - -9329, U S. Army Rekearch and Developm
New Yor : Teachers College, Col i' University; July 1

Problem ,

11 ract
Comman
1.

To Analyze the relationship between background data, attitude
toward the Army, rehabilitation,..clegree of social interaction, and
post release performance:

.

Scope

.

Military inmatet Were followed from their in ial stage of reha-
bilitation to 60.days after return.to duty. Bat ground information
as take"TfIbm military records; attitude's from 31-item questiAnaire;
nd measures of social interacti 'were obfained.from the last't ree.
uestions'of the attitude quest onnaire. analrtical.-techniq e was

not gi,yen.

Results and-Conclusions

Statistical analysis wa- not given-

40

Few so/diers without a military ocdupatio specialt MOS) were
successfully restoted.. Non - whites ,succeeded a a higher a e tan
-whites. Those with less than a high sdhool education were m re often
successful than high school graduates: Previous militAry c viction.
more often correlated with poor adjustment than tirevtous,civ Jan con-
vi*tions There was a positive relationship between attitudetowapd
the Army and Performance. No relationship'w$s /wind betweed attitude
toward rehabil%tation and performance. The inmates with higher rates ?"...

of Adoial interaction had less sti-sassful tele'6e performance.
. .

An even chance f6 successful, return.to duty maploivento ;hose,
soldiers who: (a) acquired an MOS in rehabilitation,(b) denied clvi7-
lien criminality, and (c) were.deemed social tgolates by the inter:

. action indA.

4
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61. Habeck, Edgar Jy "Anomia. and the Resocialization of the Military
Offender," doctoral dissertation, Washington, D.C.: Catholic
University of America, (n.d.).

Problem

To detdrmine the elationship ,00knomia to the socialization of pr
prisoners at the Army ectional ning Facility (CTF) at Fort
Riley, Kansas. General information mentioned by Hibeck included:
at any gilkn time the stockade population is approximatelnone-half
of one per/zent of the total military population. Eighty perynt of
the Stock/de population are in for AWOL. ,

Meq. (183) confined to the CTP at Fort kiley, Kansas:

\(

Scope

'41abeck ado.' rtoh's hypothe sis that anoMiS%leads to.devierit-.

behavior; therefore, .the less the andmia, the greater the possibility
for successful resocialization. Anomia was, measured with the Srole.
Anomia Scale which has five items, each with tive'possible answers.

Socialization was measured by a scale' constructed by Lanier in
his 1968 Case Western Reserve doctoral dissertation, "Personal
Demdralization Ihd the Socialization of Military Trainees." This
scale has eight items, each with, four possible answers.

The scales we)e administered at the beginning and end of the
,

eiiht-week,CTF'program.

Results and Conclusions r - '
6 4 .

,.

The average age of the retrainees Was :21. The average years of
school atteltded.was 10. Seventy-four percent had not, completed high
school, While in the Army at large, 57% are high school graduates..
Eighty-five percent were in Mental Groups III and IV as.measured by
the Arted Forces Qualification Test. Twenty-five percent were married.
Forti-eight percent had parents who were living together, while 40%
had not lived with both natural parents from birth through age 16.
Twenty -four percent were Negro, 4hile nine.per*it of the total,Army
is Negro. Fifty-eight percent were regular ArMy.enli;tees. The

4
.

average, ength of time in's-ervice was nine months. :Forty-one percent
had prior court martial offenses against them. Ninety percent were:in
the CTF:foT AWOL. . .,,

.

.
, ,

. AnOmia was significantly (p '.01) correiate4with socialization
and finsi disposition. Socialization was sigtificantly cot elateeWith
team leader rating and final disposition,. whi4 race.was not,c6Kre-

.

.- ,
2 '.

.4. ' ' c,. . ...4- ,; , f
«
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lated to either, Socioeconomic status was not significantly corre-
,

lated to any of the variables. Education was significantly (pc." .05).
corre,4ted to anomia. -

,----

N 62. Larson, Emilie E., and Kristiansen; Donald M. ,Prediction of Discipli-
nary Offense Early in Army S vice,,Report TRN No. 210, Arlington,
Virginia: U.S. Army Behavio 1 Science Research Laboratot'y,
April 1969,

Problem .

PeTo investigate the,efficiencY ofytittgnAnstruments in predicting.
-;.---1--potent4271-mi±-ifsix.utfend41.6...

. .

Subjects

Men (1,999)"tested'at the Army receptiOn station were followed-up ,
after 16 weeks.of service and classified as:offeriders (6%) or non-
offenders (94%)",

/
Three measured drawn from the Personal Opin n Study {University

;'which is a personality questionn re, and an Overall
Acceptability Measure, developed as a disciplinaryrecord predtctor at
OA organization-in 1958, were used.- Phi or point biserial coeffi-
cients of'the expeftmental -predictori.were computed..

V -

Results and Ccinclusious.

The Overall Acceptability Measure, which deals with background
information,,vas the most effective'instrument in identifyi'ng potential
offenders. When a Cutting score was set which identified -six ,percent
of all tested men as poiential offenders, sixteen percebt of the actual
potential offenders wete identified, .and eighty-four percent of the six
pertentmerenpn-offenders labelled,as potential offenders. Multiple
corre4tion.cbefficients for all of the predictor variables we're judged,
too iow to be of any use.

...

se .*j't subsample of 429 Armed Forces Qualification Test Category IV
men who had not graduated from high'school was derived from the.total
sample' gand the predictor variable's Caere still judged as no more useful
than in the total sample, , .

.

'

..

,' ....

Due to the heavy cost in terms of false poRip.ves, it is concluded
tflat,efforts to predict military' effectiveness on the basis of an
individual's characteristics on entry into military service should,be
discourage'. .

, , .
.

,*.

,-..t
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63. Roff, Merrill F. The Service - Related Experience of Juvenile Delin-
dents. VI: The Predicti e Value of Education id a Second

Delinquent Sample and in a Normal Control Group, Report No. 69-8,
Minneapolis: Institute of Child Development, University of
MinveSota, April 1969.

Problem

To decermine the relationship between educational level and out-
come in servicd.

.04

Subjects'

Men (367)Nolich.a history-of juvenile delinquency; 522 men randomly
selected from a cross section of the population from the same area;
and 2,564 men from a Minnesota delinquent sample.

Scope

A Minnesota sample reported previously was used along with two
samples which were obtained in anothet state. Tables and graphs
represented the relation between educational level and: (a) acceptance
or mdral rejection for service, and (b) outcome in the military service;

-comparing 'thg.two new samples with each other and with the Minnesota
delinquent sample.

Results and,Conclusions

This study confirmed the-results o4ethe'preceding teporeftich
indicated that among delinquentS there-was a consistent rise in the
proportion of those iuctessful.in service with ,an.increase in edu-'
cational level. In both states.; 'high School graduation and college
attendance tended, to override an earlier history of delinquency. The
swgestion Was made 'that educational level could -be incorporated with
the delinquency. ..cord' in a way which is not lormallyprovided for in
the evaluation pf lndivi4luals with histories 'of delinquency..

.

',e

. . .:0 ,..:.
*.

.v
' '64." McCubbin, H.I.,-Pbx, I..J and Connolly; J,R.,'Jr. 14,TOL Factors and

..- 4 _Trainees' Evalvavions of the CTF Pndgram,Preject No. 13-70,
Fort Riley, Kansas`. U.S, Army correctional,TraiVing Facility, 1

1969,
. ... 4

: .

t it r V
r V ..f."

r . e
... :

.$

Problem - %

_- , g

.To atain'ttainee evaluations of the Co4ectional Training Facility
(CTFIPprogram and their perceptiqes of'the AWOL prob,,J.em.

A
. " "
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Subjects

Ninety-seven soldiers confined to theIoth Correctional Training;
e' -Facility (CTF), Fort Riley, Kansas, during November 1969.

Scope

To.gat her information regarding their reasons for and against
their offenses,, their perceptions of the CTF programOkheir expec-
tations regardihg discharge, and their evaluations of CTY'___a_s_ compared__
to their experience in the stockade; questionnaires were administered
to trainees leaving the

4
Results and Conclusions

The Authors recommend that: (1) consequences of_military delin-
quency continue to be emphasized to the trainees (the; must realize

athat AWOL is only temporary relieffrom a bad situation and is
ultimately.a poor choice); (2) carefully selected types of offenders
be allowed to enter the CTF program (individual's with poor restora-
tive potential can have a negative-effect on the others); and (3)
individuals should be taught to respond to stress in 4 rational

' .
manner.

The trainees indicated a positive evalua4On of the total CTF
, program; they.felt CTF was helpful to them in returning to the Alpy

and to civilian life. 0

.

65. Kristianver,Donald M:, Larson-, Emilie F., an Fuchs, Edmund F.
Development of a Background and Opinion Questionnaire for

Preditting MiitaryiDelinqutncy, Research MemorandumNo. 67 -i,
Arlington, Virginia: Ariy Behavioral Science Research
Landratory,'Oct.Oer 1967. 4 -

Problem a 'e

To develop a paper- and'- pencil questionnaire tp identify potential
disciplinary risks.,,

. Sub ects
. ,

1:The Background and Opinion 'Questionnaire (BOO) was administered
to 4;;600, men undergoing initial kocessing,in 'March 1967.

$c4e ,
. 4

1,

° Four sets of scored items and 18,fillgV items were decided on
as haying. te greatest potential. They included:

.

tr
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1. Back round and opinion (22 items) from Persona 111,storY
Form QA-1 (of BESRL); multiple choice itemaAhrased in the third .

liersor.

2 Personalopinion study (from Quay and Peterson
r

A.

it

a. Psychopathic delinquency (45 items) -'
b. Neuroticdelinquency (30 items)

. c. 4 Sub-'cultural delinquency (25 itvs)

3, Unscered tiller ite(18) Clad to be inP rted hgcause of
the use of, the Digitek answer sheets.

It

...

Results and Conclusions
.

No results'are glVen,

66. Datel, hSoCialization scale norms on military samples.," Military
. Medicine, 1962,,127, 740-744.

'Problem

. .
. . .

. To give military norms for the Socialization (So) scale of the
, California ,Psychological Inventory (CP2) between' January and July
.1961:

Subjects
4

The sample included five groups of subjects: '.(1) 261 RFA Army
Reserve Inductees, meanage 21.2 years, ,range 17-26; (2) 277 RA:regw-
lar Army enlisted inductees, average age 19.9 years, range 17-26;
(3) 244 US draftee inductees, average 'age 2.1.3 years, range 17-26;
'(4),303 SP stockade prisoners, average age 20.1 .years, range 17-26; and
(5) 40 SP stockade prisoners, average age 33.3 years, range 27-49:

Amer

' The purpose of the test was not given to the subjects, It was
administered with the regular Army battery to indUctees and.dftring
the initial processing period to stockade prisoner's. The subjects
had, t8 give their names and other identifying information.

_

Results, and Conclusions
ll

.
,

., .

- .

All results corresponded vetw well with the standardization.,
5norm4 and with a similar study done in 1952 at Fort Ord which
yielded a Gough Standardization rbis+.73. The present stud lielded

. %

, A 1
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lit

. .

rbis".77 (reached by calling the inductee group "socialized" and the

score of 23 which woul one percent of the recruits, yet filter but ;/(-
stockade group "less s cialized"). The author suggest'using a cutting

433I of future stockade p soners.

67. Garetz, F.A. follow-up study ,of first time military offender
Military Medicine, r961, 126, 842-844.

. .

Problem

To. check. the subsequent. adjustment of men ;given psychiatric
screeninOat Fort Siq.after their first court martial.

Subjects,
I.

Sixty four men w re referred by their commanding officers. Six '.
months hal:relapsed s nce their first screening. Follow-up,letters
weresent out and cords on 60 Tee were returned. DUe to the loss
of records, only of the 60 had the,dividuar history checklist
.intheir records.

Scope

e

A chedklist data sheet with 15 arbitrary indications of social,

personal, and familial instability was administered .by mental hygiene
consultants to men.who had received one tourt martial.

Results and Conclusions

Of the 60 soldiers whose records were returned, 23% had received
discharges for unsuitability or undesirability,(unsatisfkstory UA
group). Fifteen percent were awaiting another court marttak or gene-
ral discharge (borderline BA group). Sixty-two percent had made'a
suitab1e adjustment (SA). The sample,is too small for analysis, yet
some trends are apparent. On the 15-item screening list:

.UA group had mean scare of 4.8 instability items

.BA group had mean score of 3.4'

.SA group had mean score.of.2.2

No'specific items differentiated. The most important trend was
whether the individual verbalized a desire to stay in the service.

The types of.items ipcluded in thelaritem checklist are as,
ls follows:

A
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1

1.

2.

3.

. 4.

' 5:

6.
7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15,

rarental delinquency\
Parental alcoholism
,Parental divorce,or s paration
P.irental psychiatric iness
Subject's'.40 school istsry
Subject's previous psy 14atric treatment
:Subject's' history of al oholism
SubjeCtS indebtedness t

Subject'S'ilistory of undffal traffic violations
Subject's marital status
$ibject's police record
Frequent sick call

Previous non-judicial,punishMent
Poor motivation

$

Attitude toward the service

.1.

4

' The results suggest the ratelof administrative discharge for
release of first offenders is signifi tly higher than in the gene-
ral militaky population. This indiate a definite need for a screen-

$'
ing program for first offenders. The author suggeats that tead of

'looking for specific historical items for predicting future a just-
'ment, the examiner might be more effective by determining if the sub:-
ject has a past history of multiple indications of instability.

.
68. levanthal: A.M. "Character disorders, disciplinary offen4rs, and

$'''the MMPI,",United States Armed Forces Medical Jouinal, 1960,
"11(6), 660-664.

r
G

.Problem
P 40

.

To determine'the feasibility of using the Minnesota Multiphasic
Personlity Inventory (I PI) as a screening test to identify character

..-disorders in men.
%

Sub ts
I

11 ft

plenty -five enlisted men awaieing administrative separation;
30 men awaiting couft martial; and 35 men who had just received a

second Article 15. All had been tested within a three-mon.th period..

Scope

The Scored from the MMPI ci,f all subjecets were averaged to
achieve a profile of three groupsof offenders.r

.$1

. Results an4 Conclusions

.
The subjecis.tid not differ significantly with relation to age

... or eoWcation. \
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All three curves assumed the form associated with psychopathic
personality. 1.

Pd was the highest score in all three groups.

, Correct ranking (separation group having' the highest s'cores,
court martial group next highest, and Article 15 leasthighes0 'was.
obtained on sevenof ten scales, with two of the misses (mf and s)
generally regarded as kthe weakest scale on the test.

Sc was elevated for ell three groups. This was not expected and
is being pursued in a study following this one.

.
Standard deviations allow considerable overlap'. 7

69. Haas, A., and Kuras, E.J. "Soule antecedent factors in Army prisoners,"
American Journal of Psychiatry, 1958; 115, 143-145.

problem

' To ascertain some background -data from prisoners at the U.S.
Army Prpvost Marshal Rehabilitation Center to assist in determining
decisions concerning future military disposition.

.Subjects

Men (543) incarcerated for
,

one to six,months at the rehabilita-
tion center for disciplinary reasons (usually breaking Army regula-
tions). Twenty-fivefpercent of the total prison population were .
Negro.

Scope

Information was obtained from the subjects' personnel records
and compiled.

%,

Results and Conclusions

e

1. Number of previops civilian convictions --,2 or more 12.5%'
18.0%

2. Number of previous military convictions -- 3 or more 37.2%
-- 2 45.2%
-- 1 27.6%

3. Of the total population, 93.9% were regular Arisyi 6.0%
were draftees.

1 ..

4. Of the total populatioh, 30.8% were first born,or only child,
16.2% were secon

i
'sibling, 5.)g-werenext to laSt, and 12.5% were

last born.

.I
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4

5. Pare_tal was broken before the subject reached the age .

4%ciePof 15:

.,,,* Divorce

Father deceased
Mother deceased . .

Orphanage or unknown
% parentage
.Home not disrupted

'

Percentage of
broken homes

Percentage_of___
total

k
51,2
23..6 .

.18:3

0 6.3

30.5

13.5
10.5

3.2

,, 42.3

6. Ninety percent came from what a psychiatrist termed an
"inadequate" home (alcoholism,inconsistency, etc.).

Ns

7. Subjects' fathers (19.2%) had jobs which would be expected
to be held in high esteem, and were of comparatively high income;
37.9% of the fathers lake "factory workers;" 30.2% of the fathers.
were "other laborers,"

8. Age: R = 20.5 years, range 16-44 years
Education: YE = 9.7 years, range 4-18 years

9. Psychodiagnosis yielded:
-.>

character disorder (40.1%)

7
psychiatric diagno is other than character disorders (4.07)
no diagnosis (55.9A)

1

70, Human Resources Research (Mace (HumRRO). 'A Preliminary Investi tion

of Delinquency in the Army, Technical Report No. 5, Alexandri,
Virginia: April 1954.

Prob.tem

.
k. To surVey.the factors that cause delinquency, especially A1401.,

in the military service.
If

' Subjects

Men (616) cqnfined to the stockade at each of six posts in the
First and Secend Army areas, and 1,216 merrin regular duty status
werelmeasurea. Persongl interviews were conductea with 299 of the
above sample.

100'
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Scope

.//

. .

Enlisted men on egtqa.r-dpty and n stockades froth six Army
posts were givdn questionnaires or personel interviews. The queltion-
naire covered: background informtion, military exptrience,-'socTal

eattitudes, personal ty variables, prison experiences and attitudes.
Chi squive.was the nstrument of analysis.

Results and 'Conclus o
1

Tha delinquent differed from the non delinquents in the follow-
ing baCkgrlund vari bles:

.DelInquer6 generally had less educatiOn and were'younger.

.Delinquents more often came from poorer and less socially
advantageous background.

.Delinquents' parents were more often absent/from the home
1-while the subject was growing.up.

1.Delinquentsmore often had unfavorable reactions to their
families; however, both groups indicated having t e same
discipline.

.`Delinquents more often sated they had not been in with
grOu$ ofboys during adolescence.-

plinquent far more .often had cbmmitted civilian delin-
ency.

1.

The del quent6 were characterized by the following personality
traits:

.Agg4essive be avior, e.g.,,quick to aliger or being un-
pleasant to p ople they do not like.

,tscap st tende cies, e.g., fraquent'druhkenesS, sick
1.

. , .

calls,\job changes.'

.Lack of .lOng-ran e goals,re.g., do not save money, broke
day aft payday.

.

/-.

. The' Amity sitN4ions apper to beLrelated to delin:-
.

quen* .,

.Men in transition (i.e..: between assignments or commands) .

Were more likely to go AWOL than men idregular units.

-101
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Cy

.Delinquents more often planned upon tntrance into the
Army to make it a carder

`.A contributing factor for some AWOL soldiers wat avoidance'
. of combat duty. ,

.
_____

-

1 .

.,

-ii

A majority-pf both delinquents and non-delinquenis felt that few .

of their officers or ncIncoms took any personal interest in the men.
This perceived lack oVintedst was thought to possibly. be a contri-
butory factor to AWOL. It was found that Belinquentshad a very dif-

tficult time in effdttively utilizing official channels, especially
the company commander, for solving family 1m)blems.'

..

.
Apparently, delinquent and non-delinwlent men are uncritical of

the AWOL offender. Therefore, there is little social pressure against
AWOL behaviot. r

sr"

71. Burkett, J.W. "Predicting the,effiCiency of problem soldiers,"
United States Armed Forces Medical Journal, 1953, 4(1), 67-69.

Problem

To determine if prediction bf a division psychiatrist is of any
value in determining the future performance of "problem soldiers."

Sub. ects

Five hundred an fifty -one questionnaires were sent out, 336
were returned. Rec endations to continue on duty had been made
up on 273, 63 had b en recommended for administrative discharge.

% _I
. V

Scope
.

_ , \
..

)6 ,.1

A questionnaire was sent to the Unit Commandet of every man seen
by the division psychiatrist between 1. February 1951 and 1 February
1952. All'subjects had been seen at least three months prior.to the

.x. :i.,,,questionnaire. . . 4 .. , k. .

,

r Results and Copclus ...*

.

The 273 subjects recommended for continuances of duty received an
average rating of 7.8. The 63 subjects recommended for administrative
discharge received an average rating of 5.4. The average score was
about 71 .

.

'N

Recommendation for continuance of duty,pr/tlischarge hinged on:
6) soldier'srturrent degree of efficiency (4) past military adjust-
ment, (3) life,. -long pattern of adjustment,,. (4) degree of precipitating
stress, (5) poor motivation or statement of inability or unwillingness
to petform his dutt, were only considered in relation to 'other criteria,

r
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It6) Wysical profile changsts and recommendations for limited duty were

not used because of the administrative problems they, involved.

-The author concludes that the division psychiatrist can be poten-
tially more accurate in p?edicting_adjustment.than a psychiatrist at a
hospital because Of his closer relationship between the referring
physician and the Unit Commander.

)
72, Aire, J.A. "Efficiency of brief,clinical interview method in predict-

`ing adjustments; a 5-year follow-up study of 304 Army inductees,"
Archives of Neurology and Psychiatry, 1949, 61, 170-176.,

Problem

- To examine the subsequent military careers of those predicted
eithei successful or those deemed questionable by a brief psychiatric
screening at the Fort Snelling induction center between January and

1% Subjects

Five hundred men from the Fort Snelling induction center.

Scope

Selected 250 men for whom successful military careers had been
predicted and 250 men who were deemed questionatle.\In 1946, the _

- records for 304 of the 500 were obtained and examined. ---

4 04 ,'
/_.

The following categories of adjustment were establidhed:

1. Successful soldier
minimal hospitalization, 2 or 3:
'individual awards.,

2. Average adjustment

A for him. Minimal disciplinary .pc

aftef,2+ years; men-discharged fo
or wounds

absencezof disciplinary action,
NCO or Tech 4; 3+ battle stars;

-- contributed more than Army paid
tion, initial psychiatric symptoms
r other than psychiatric diS,prders

3. Failures -- administrative discharges, psychiatric
symptoms before two year of, service, court martials, long hospitali-
zations.

'Results and Conclusions

Four times as many failures were frqm the'questionible group.
Over, twice as many successful men were from the succesgfulgroup. '

4
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However, from the quesqpnalbe group, for every ttao men who proved'to
/1/- be failures, there were Ikhree who became successful. Almost three

,7 times as many psychiatric castillties came from the questionable group.
Twenty-one percent of the questionable group were failures. Five pdrcent
of tie successful group were failures.-- .

,

Tilelauthor7connudes that at the induction,center only initial
screening can be effectively _achieved; much more effective screening
can be achieved 'in the training center. utilizing commissioned and non-/

commissioned officers trained in the fundamentals of mental hygiene,.

73. Feldman, H.';,,ond'Maleski, A.A. \ "Factors differentiating AWOL from
non-AWOL trainees," Journal a Abnormal and Social Psychology,

./e 1948, 43, 70-77.

0

Problem ''

TQ predict soldiers at the Army Special Training Unit at Cam.) '

Atterbury., Indiana, who would go AWOL early in their military career.

05ubjects

7 Fifty AWOL's whohad heedgone,fdirmore than one,day'for.other
than accidental rea s, and 50\non- OL's who-had completed four to

.
twelve weeks of readin ; writing, arit htic,,and pre-basic training,

.

.
.instructioy. .

,,-- T . ,-I,
,Scope

I

Each soldioar vas interviewed by a pe nnel consultant `assistant 1lb
Ilna:later reinterviewed by a'personriel con ltan . Itformation was
,githered from the soldier's instructors, press repbrts, medical,
court and classification records. A social se history was also
gathered by the American Red Crosa; The sublecta were then rated on

.a 185-item multiple choice andWes/No item rab n$ scale. The Kelly

. technique was used to select items with the hi 'est discriminatory
value (LOqg and Standiford, 1915).

,

Factors kept constant in the two groups wer \ age, 'training,
company, size of community where they had lived lon est, rate of
learning ability, marital status, and religion.

Aesults and Conclusions

A 26-item prognostic scale was obtained. Significant\ans*ers
for each item .carried a weight of 1, so there was a possibleScore of
26. AWOL's averaged 7.9, with a range of 1-15. -Non-lAWOL's i'eraged
1.5, with a range of 0-5. The standard,error of the difference was

ti

.54.
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Outstandihg findings include:

'Six of seven trainees under the age of 18 went AWOL
.Forty percent of the AWOL'_s_versus eight, percent of,

the non-AWOL's Wre "tioublemakrs" in school
.Forty-eiiht percent of the AWOL's versus eighteen per-
cent of th non-AWWs expressed concelhfor ihe(r
parents' .

.,Seventy percent of the AWOL's had previous criminal
records

.Forty percent of the AWOL's versus two'percent of the
non- AWOL's were d unk more than once a week

',Sixty -four percenj of the AWOL's versus twenty percent
of the non-AWOL's stated they had more than pne 'sexual
partner per week ,

.Fifty-seven percentof the AWOL's versus twenty -four
percent of the non-AWOL's stated they had unsuccessful
marriages.

74. Plag, John. A., and Coffman, Jerry M. "The armed forces qualification
test: Its Validity in predicEing military effectiveness for
naval enlistees," Personnel Psychology, 1967, 20(3), 323-341.

Problem

To evaluate the Armed ForcA Qualification Test (AFQT> and
selected biographical variables in terms of their.usefuaness in-pre-
dicting miliEaiy effectiveness.

Sub ect\s-

The validation study included 1,633 sailors and the cross-vali-.
_dation study numbered 1,614

Sco

The predictor Variables',4sed were 13 personal histosy characte-
.

riA its and the AFQT scores obtained upon entrance into the service.'
There were five interim measures; four were gathered after two years.
These included: officers' rating of'adjustment, disciplinary or com-
mendatory record, pay;grade achieved, and average semi- annual marks.
The fifth was obtained after four years, based on whether the sailor
was recommended for reenlistment. Correlations were computed between
the variables, and linear regression analyses were used to obtain the
best variable combinations feir prediction.

$.
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Results and, Conclusions

The AFQT was significantly related
o but wasthe best predictOr for only one

tional achievetent was the best overall

, The following predictors were found
.001 1 el) for predicting disciplinary

the

.Education

.Expulsion from 'school

.Family stability

.Race

.ACtive,.duty obligation

- I

L:

4

to all five criterion measures,
-- pay grade achieved'. Educa-

,
predictor.

to be significant (all at the
records:

In terms of four year effectiveness (recommended for reenlistment),
ficant (all at the .001 level):following predictors were signi

.'Education

. Expulsion from atcltool

.Family stability

.ANT

4

75. Gunderson, E.K.E., and Kapfer, E.L. "The predictability of clinicians
evaldatiOno-from biographical data," Journal of Clinical Psychology,
1966, 22(2).1,144-150.

2

I.
Problem

_t

To explore the relationships between biographical information. input
and clinical evaluations oUtiidt in an assessment program designed to
select men for unusual and-potentially hazardous assignments.

Subjects

Fourteen experienced clinicians who served as examiners for the
U.S. Antarctic ResearCh Program and in 'this capacity evaluated naval
and civilian candidates for Antarctic scientific expedi'tions'.

Scope,

Two professional groups, psychologists and psychiatrists, and
two examinIng methods, Rorschach and interview, were compared with
respect to the relationships between biographical questionnaire data
and clinical evaluation scores.

Results and Conclusions

Consistency among indi,vidualclinicians in their apparent utili-
zation of 23 items of biographical information was revealed by the

0106'
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76, Arthur; Gundersdn, E.K.E., and Richardson, J.W. "The Cornell

_ Medical Index'as aPmental health_ survey instrument in the naval
population," Military Medicine; 1966, 131(7), 605-649.

. I.
N..

4

multiple tegreOT011 technique. Rank-or experience consistently con-
tributed to prediction of the clinicians' evaluations. 4

ji'

Problem

To evaluate the effectiveness of the Cornell Medical Index (CMI)
in discriminating between healthy and maladjusted groups within the
naval population.

4 :

Subjects

r4
Psychiatric patients (294) andcontrol'sub/ects (148).

Scope.

The CMI was adminidtered to a previously diagnosed sample.

a

1

Results and Conclusions

The results indicated that the CMI hassubspncial validity as an
indiator of emotional ill-health among Navy personnel and suppAted
its value as'aipsychiatric screening device and an epidemiological
tool. 'p additional finding was that CMI scores significantly ?re .-%

,_dicta titrition from an extremely rigorous training program. A further
e Alstudy of demographic andssituational factors that may affect CMI scores

is necessary.

77 `Knapp,, Robert R. "Value and personality differences between offenders
and nonoffenders,," Journal of-Applied Psychology, 1964, 48(1),
59-62.

Problem

To test the significance of differences between values held by
thoSe naval personnel with a record of disciplinary offenses and those
with rio record.

L

Subjects

Thirty-six offenders and 46 nonoffenders,. Descriptive. data c
cerning the total sample includes: mean age, 19.9 years, rangb 7

25; average ercational level:, 9.5 ygArs, range 7-11 years; ave age

f.

I.
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( 4.

\ 4
o .4

General Classification/Test %CT) scores, 44.7, range 30-58; and
avetage length of service,7321 months, range 7-74 months.

,
'.

Scope
__ _ _._ ,

.

. .
,

. . The instruments Used to obtain a measuremint were the California

Psychological Inv.entory (CPI), Socializatit5n (SO:scale and the DF
Opinion Survey {Survey of Inte *persDnal Values, SIV). The statistical
treatment inclUded the analysis of covariance between offenders and
nonoffenders, and cotrelation of\the scales of all tests.

,BAbults and Conclusions , ......

.
.

\ .

1" Naval, offenders were seen as having.a greater need fbr attention,
---advent'ar, and freedom. Value dimensions of the SIV sDow the ()Wender

.

-*. placing less'importance do conformi and greater importance on index,
' .1. penden,ce.;\ - to

. \

--whiye author helieves the importanc of this study is that is sug-
.

'gests that an attitude of escapism (DF vale) combined with noncon-
formist'attitudes (SIV) cen dififere te, given a group where ,all of

are potentidl delinquents ( .g., lower education, lower

L GCT obrsp).

. ,
.

e -. .

v,
7.8. "Knapp, R.R. "Personality coAelatei'of delinquency rate in a Navy .

sample,",JsUrnal'of Applied Psychology, 1963, 47,4.841; ' .

.

Problem

To determine.whether Oreonality s ales,measur?ng,social maturity
and conformity are related to delinquency rate.

'subjects

White, male conffnees (100),
racks, San Diego. The average
Ttte average educational.1061 if
average length of time in serVi

Scope

.4

N*4

of the Navy Brig, MarineCorps Bar-
ge\was 20. years, range 17 -31 years.

s 9.8Siears,,,range 7-p Years.- Tie
e Was 26.3 months, range .7767 months.

A

The Survey of Int&rpersonal Waves (SIV) and the Sbcializ ion
(So) scale of the California Psychological InVentory (CPU' were ad-'
ministered to a group during their first week in a Navy brig. Corre-
lations were obtained betteethese and General Classification Test
(GCT),, educational level, length of sfivj.ce, and number. of pr5ior
offenses, -

,

1
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Results and Conclusions
.

1. /The conformlty scale of the SIV cdmpated with "delinquent"
groups.foun in earlier studies (Gardon,01961)._ 'Low scores were as-.
sociated with adtlaquancy.

The So scale .ofiihe gin was'a low and compared with other
rel),rted delinquency groups (Gough,,1946)1.

. The mean GCT score and educational level were not signifi--

cahtlylvlow an unseldcted Navy Oopulation.

4. The educationarlevelwas significantly (.05) related to the
number of prior offenses.

.5P; r4 5. The,author called the score frpm phe,So and konformity scales
"social maturity" and suggested those who scOrd low are more likely, to
have a higher offense. ecordIn the service,)

79. Gunderson, K.

.

Self -

Evaluation,
U.S. Naval

PriNleni

z

Eric, and Johnson, Laverne C. Past Experience, Self-
.

, and Pyesent Adjustment, Report No. 63-21, San Diego:
Medical Neuropsychiatric Research Unit, 1963.

To examine the relationships of attitudes toward body and'self,
. to past experience and present adjustment, and to investigate the

factor structure of the body and self-cathexis scAles and to deterline
whether a ire meaningful differefitiation.ofattitudesfttoward self '-

might be aftieved.

`\ Sub eCts

The tests and questionnaires were administered to 443 Navy en-
listed men with a mean age Of 18.9 years;_ mean educational level of
11.1, years; and mean intelligence scores of 52.2. Their total length
of service averaged 16.8 monphs.

4;

Spope

Relationships were measured by the use of the` Self- Evaluation
Index (SET); 22 bOdy-cathexis items,, 30 self-cathexis items., 26
biographical items, and 135 attitude inventory items. In addition to
the SET, the Inventory of Personal Opinions, consisting of 135 items ,

that had previously discrim4nated more effective from less effectiv
Navy personnel, was.administered.

-V"

.I I )
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Results and Conclusions

Self-evaluation mtasures correlated signi4cantly with a compo-
site of biographical information reflecting family instability and
eonflict, inconsist@nt gr extreme disciplinary-practices biTarentd\_.
and persistent diffifulti;es in school. adjustment.

,

Factor analysis of the self-evaluation inventory yielded eight -
factors which provided a fore meaningful differentiation of attitudes
toward self than the global measures of "body- cathexis" and "self-
cathexis" used previously.

.The se1:7evaluation,measures correlated in the expected direction
with attitude measures of interpersonal matdrity and delinquency prone-
ness, positive self-regard being positively related to the maturity
scale and.negatiyely correlated with the delinquency scale.

With the exception of wOrk'attitude, th:\self-evaluation measures
did noticorrelate significantly with any of four military adjustment
criterii:\ It was inferred that the relationships.of these self-evalua-
tion teau s to adjtthtment are probably of a low order itillInormal
population a 'are_ not simple linear relationships.

80: Gunderson, E.K. Eric. -Biographical Indicators of Adaptation to Naval
Service, Report No: 63-19, San,Diego: U.S. Navy Medical Neuro-

.

psychiatric Research 'That, November 1963.

Problem.-

To'determine whether adaptation to naval service can be effi-
ciently predicted.

.

Subjects

Sevenbundred and forty-three (1443).subjects from an aircraft
. .

carrier, average age;,18.9 years; average ed4tioneA lqvel, 11.1
years; average GCT score, 52.2. Length 64 ser;Vice 4Verage 16.8 mon
range 1-44 months. Ninety-four percent w7e from paiirfdes 2 and 3.t

, .

''.--.1-- - \..Scope
'...

,

The biographical interview format, using many items from the 1959
Glue& and Glueck study, was.administered questionnaire form.
Adaptation to naval service covered four ar ad: (1) disciplihary
offense record, (2) military proficiency rating, (3) military conduct
rating, and (4) medical record. .

"V
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Biographical items reflecting persistent difficulties in school
adjustment, lax or erratic discpline by father., discipline by a person
other than the father, and lack of family cohesiveness or stability
were significantly related to one or more'of the adjustment criteria.

All subjects low in enlistment age (17), having more than 18
months in education (non-high school graduate), and GCT scores (below
50) were selected for study. This group totalled 63 enlisted men. A,
Of the subgroup, 5% had delinquency histories. Of the 39 enlisted
men scoring over five items on the checklist, 66.7% were offenders1
Of the 24 scoring less than five, only '37.5% were offenders. Of the
35 offenders in this sample, 74.3% had ascore of over five,

1i

PThe d ferences between_offenders and nlscoffenders in the sub-
group were s ificant beyond the 03. level oflonfidence.

In addition, two.other tests were given; (1) Self-Evaluation
Index (Secord and Jourarch, 1953) whichlinvOly4s 52 items referring to
body or self concepts, using a fiveLpdiht scale in terms of the sub-

ject's satisfaction with partitular aspects of self;, and (2) Inventory
of Personal Opinions (Gunderson, 1960) which is a 135-item True/False,
inventory which discriminates more effective fFom -less effective Navy
personnel. Two scores were derived;,ione to reflect delinquent atti-
tudes, and one to reflect immature aittitudes. A 6ombination of corre-
lational and chi square techniques were employed for analysis.

Results and Conclusions

The factors found to be significantly related. to military offenses/
"were: age, enlistment age, naval job (MOS), education, GCT score,
delingvent attitudes, maturity, grade failed., trouble with teachers
(.01), truancy, discipline by father (.001), whb he turns to when in
trouble (.01), parents separated (.01), end parents divorced (.001).

81. Gunderson, E.K. EriE, and Ballard, Kelley B. Canonical Analysis of
.Variables Related to Non-Conformity in Navy RecruiterEleventh
Technical Report (revised), San Diego: U.S. Naval Retraining
Command, (n.d , after 1954).. ''s 00

Problt!r-

0
To investigate the characteristics of Navy recruits who prove to

be non-confOrmists.

Subjects

Tw my thousand recruits at the San Diego Training Center between
'Januar 1954 and November 1

(1

954. i

I o

' 1 4
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Scope

4
In 1957 records of the 20,000 subjects wer% checked and the fol-

lowingsubsamples were defined: (1) control grip, 882; (2) prison .

population, 62; (3)' prison commitment; 117; (4) deserters, 52; (51
bad conduct discharges, 91; (6) unsuitable discharges for psychiatric
rea$ons, 307; (7) unsuitable discharges for "good" reasons, 16; (8)
undesirable discharges, 129; (9) court martial offenders with,no con-
finement, 56; (10) medical .dtacharges'for psychiatric reasons, 134;
(11) minor offenders, 161; and (12) absentees, 94.4

The relationships between a non-offender control group and variou
offender groups were analyzelf, using Mahalanbis' generalized distance
flinction (D2). Data on' age, educational level, General Classification
Test (GCT), and Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQtere used.

The D2's were computed from the reciprocal of the variance-co-
variance matrix of the variables (the universe dispersion matrix) and
the, differences between the means of the fiye.variables for each pair
of groups. (The' Delinquency Potential Scale was the fifth' variable.)

Rao'S 1952 canonical analysis was applied to determine if more
than single dimensions were involved In the variation among the groups.

Results and Conclusions

The first canonical variate accounted for 90% of the variation
among groups. The second root absorbed 3.4%. "Therefore, one dimen-
sion handles almost all of the variance. - .

Sii-no4,-Confiorniist groups Cluster at pne extreme end (unsuitable
discharge for Sufficient reasons; deserters, had conduct discharges,
unsuitable discharge for Psychiatric reasons,.prison commitments and
prisbn*population). Four groups cluster in an intermediate position
(abientees, medical discharge for psychiatric reasons, minor ,of fenders,
and court martial offenders).*

The undeSirable discharge group overlaps both clusters. Non-
. offinaers are at the.other,extreme.

. ,

e2,k unaerson, E. .E. "Rehabilitation of Naval Offenders," Paper presented
, , at the nual Meeting of't4e Ameiican Psychological Association)

. .

\\M'September 6, 1960, dhicagol 1960.
.

-->

.....".

Problem:
.*''

-,-T

To
I"\.

N. predict delinquericy and.retidiOism, and to judge the eifed-.1.

:tiveness of a closed living group treatment rehabilitation treatment.
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Subjects

. Confined and n

Discussion

n-confined naval personnel.

'Follouiing are some of the highlights of a long term project con-
ducted by the Nav from 1952-1959:

Predict bn of Delinquency Inventory. True/false/items:taken
mostly from the nnesota Multiphasid Personality Inventory (AMPI)

ir and the Californ a Psychological Inventory (CPI), were adMinistered to
a sample of conf ned and non-confined naval personnel. Items were
retained which discriminated between the two groups at the *Q5 level
of confidence. The result,, after two further item analysesf was a
set of 119 items called the De,linquenpy Scale, With a reliability
c fficient of around .90 and a concurrent validity coefficient of

0. The follow-up period on the sample was three years.

Recidivism Prediction Inventory. The same item pool was .

utilized; the scale items chosen-were the ones -which differentiated'
at the .05 level of confidence between the Men released from the
stockade who were future offenders and those who were not. As in the
first scale, items which did not retain the .05 level, of confidenbe, -

in successive samples were dropped out. After cross-validation, the,
distributids indicated that a 47-item scale could restore 50% of the
confinees duty with 85% success.

Rehabilitation Project. A theory of delinquent behavior as

formulated early in the research program, and Prot that rationale, an
6 'interview schedule measurIng interpersonal ;maturity was devised. The
theory postulated six stages of interpetsopal maturity, beginning at
birth:

The re search team believes levels two throu h five are represented in
the military delinquent population.

1. Integration Of sepirateneds involves discrimi-
.,nation .of selikand non2Self.

2. Integration of non-self diff rences 7.,7 individual
find.S specific chaxacteristi in persons and
ObSects.

3. Inte'gratioly'of rules -- incl des perception of rules.
4..' Integration of conflidt and sponse -- perceives,

influence and psychological farce of others.
,5. Integration of continuity.-- erceives stable

action patterns in self andeo hers.
6. Integration of relativity, mo ment, and change

perceives integrating processe .in self and others.

1).
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Five hundred and fifty (550) military prisoners were evaluatedP
accordihg to the interview schedule and placed in groups of 20, deter-
mined by their level of ma urity; Low.maturity groups contained:indi-
viduals at stages two and hree; stages four and five constituted high
maturity subjects.., Three Marine sergeants were assigned to each group
and the sergeant teams were judged on their maturity acrd flexibility
and placed in three categories. The groups retrained for six or nine
weeks with great efforts made to allow no interpersonal contact with
anyone outside the group. The goal of the closed living group treat-
ment program was-to create a degree ofinterpersonal anxiety which was
.cond cive to personality change. The prisoners were tested at the
start t and at the completion. of training with the Delinquency Scale and
a t o-way factorial analysis of covariance was.computed to measure
Attitude change. It appeared that high maturity prisoners had sig-
nificantly positive attitude changes, as shown by reduced Delinquency

4 Scale scores, when they were in groups with high maturity or mixed
maturity NCO's. Significantly greater reductions in scores were ob-
tained in the nine-week groups as opposed to the six-week groups,

83. Hanley, Clisarles. An Inventory of Personal Opinions,.First Technical
Report, San Diego: U.S, Naval Retraining Comand, Camp, Elliott,
1954.

. -

'

.
.

Probleni
. _

To develop a test to predict those Who might be delin9uent in
their militdp career.

Subjects .
.

Various samples were tested, all were either naval uits or
naval disciplinary offenders in retraining, unless of rwis stated.

Scope

Parts of the Infrequency (IN) scale and the Delinquency .(De) scale
of the Califorfila Psychological Inventory (CPI) vete given together
to be validated as the Inventory of Personal Opinions (IPO):

Resats and Conipsions

The IN scale guards against careless test taking. Twenty-four
of Gough'se28 items in the IN scale were used in the IPO. If a sub-

' ject scored eight or greater, his test was deemed invalid. The CPI
itself contains 474 items; 200 are from the Minnesota Multiphasic
Personality Inventory (M PI).

1.14
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IPO Construction. The author reviewed the in ividual items on
the CPI and selected items mainly from the Delinquen y. Potential and
Socialleesponsibility scales and some individual item which had face
validity to discriminate. Of the 3.25 items studied in'a pilot study
160 .gave promise of being useful. as

MMPI profiles of 87 retrainees, 38 marines, 35 sul4rine candi-
dates, and 41 sailors were reviewed and picked up 44 MM2B,,, tem. Of

those, 11 were found to discriminate offenders from the no .-confined.
Sixty original items were writs n. Therefore, a total of 2 delin-
quency items and 24 IN items maEle,up the IPO.

The 65 CPI items found strongest in the pilot study wereNadtini-
Stered first in the battery, with the 24 IN items interspersed,\the
remainder of the CPI items, the MMPI items, and the60 original tens
were intermingled toward the end

255 -Item Version. Only IN's of seven or less were included i
the sample4f 423 retrainees, 232 recruits; 198 marine recruits were

. the subjects. Only one non-confined sUbject, but six percent-.of the
confined group, was eliminated by high IN scores.

152-Item Version. Item analysis and changing questions (31) to
yield a greater number of positive answers yielded a 152-item version.

1 Two hundred and forty-three (243) retrainees and 219 recruits .took
this version.

143-Itep Final Version. Two forms,were deve o ed with identica
content and different item placement, (on Form One. .a the items or
the last page woeld be answered "true" by the "ideal" d linquent).

Form One

83 Retrainees
222 Recruits

A cutting score of 55 or more correctly{ identified 59% of the
.retrainees and 94% of the recruits,

Form Two

541 Retrainees
.1976 Recruits

A score of 55 or more carregiry identified 55% of the retrainees
and 95% of the recruits.

Control for "faking" was obtained by asking these samples to
lobk "bad" e.g., look unfit for service.

4
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Samples

54 Recruits

44 Retrainees .

3$ Retrainees
31 Retrainees.

Percent IN
'Score Over 7

. 72%

36%

63%

97%

The opposite to the above was accomplished by asking these
samples to look "good."

Samples

55 Recruits
'58 Retrainees
39'Retrainees

Percept IN
Score Over 7

4%

.62%

3%

The author attributes score discrepancies to the test admini-
strators' variation in the'setting of the task. The resultant effects ;.,-
of "faking- good" on the b's'cor. (used only with IN below 7) was:

I .

53 Recruits
22 Retrainees
33 Retraillees-

'Median score 28

Median score 55 .

Median score 59

"Faking-bad" on the D score results in high IN scores to the
samples are small;

15 Recruits

28 Retrainees
15 Retrainees
1 Retrainee

Median D score 45
Median D score 57
Median D.Score 68
Median D score 84

The author's conclusion is the IPO is resistant to deliberate
faking.

Reliability. Split-half reliability (corrected by Spearman-.
Brown formula) on the 152-item version and the lq-item version ranged
from r+.64 to r=.83.

Correlation between the General Classification Test scores And
D scores in a sample of 187 recruits was -,19.

In terms of 'aelinquent personality, Gough and Peterson (1952)'
found four peisonelity cldsters with theiv,Delinquency Potential
Scale:

116
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1., Role taking, deficiencies and insepsitivity
2. Resentment against family
3. Alienation,, despondency and lack of self-confidence
4. Poor scholaS stic adjustment and rebellion

. -
.

This stay found results to support the following clusters as
well as th$ original four:

1. Denial of civil and military responsibility
2. Exploitation of women
3. Rejection of. long term plans or relationships

84. Cavanogh, J.R., Gerstein, S., Peters, E.R. i and Mathew, T.J. "Profile
of a probation'violator," United Sate Armed Farces Medical
Journal, 1950, 1(9), 1051-1064. -Th

$
. ?

Problem ni

.To compare the POrsonSIXty,and social background of probation
violators'agqinst College students and-duty personnel with no records
and then to determine a profile of a prdbation violator.

Subjects_

Probation violators (142) at the C.S. Navy Disciplinary Barracks,
Portsmouth, New Hampshire; students (p06) from the University of New
Hampshire, of approximately the same age (143 of these students.had
paft military exiSerience);^ apd duty personnel (205) from those assigned

to work at the U.S; Navy Disciplinary barracks

Scope
5

A personality and background questionnaire was administered in
interview style. The interview contained 249 questions, principally
of the objective type,,,which could be answered by "Yes" or "MO," or
by simple statements. The probation violators were questioned a second/
time in...a personal interview by a'member of'the psychiatric department..

Results and Conclusions,
.

Physical Condition, All subjects had been examined spd.found
normal. Of the, probation violators (PV), 13..77. felt something` was ,

wrong with them, as did 12.17, of the college students (CS) and 3.5%
of the regular duty pesorinel (DP). -PV's (20.1%) said they were con-
sidered tq be nervous children, 11.4% of the CS and 12.8% of the DP

'felt the, flame.
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Family History. Fathers of PV (21.2%) were not living, compared
to 16.5trOf the CS and 8.3% of the'DP; 17.2% of the PV mothers were
not living, compared to 10.6% of the CS and 5.6% of the DP. PV (22.6%)
had tarents who were divorced or sepaiated,'ve'rsus8% of xhe .CS and
20.6% of the DP. PV (41.9%) were victims of broken homes (deativor
separation) before the age of 16; compared to 22.8% of the CS and
21.1% of the DP. Eighty-five pircent of the 'reasons for violating
parole was AWOL. f

At the time of offense, 54:2% of the PV mothers and 52.2% of
,the fathers claimed to be in poor health; 12.1% of the CS mothers and
11.7% of the fathers w e reported in poor health. The percentages4for
the DP were 17.5% of e mpthers and 11:3% of the fathers. The 'parents
of the;PV (18.5%)were incompatible; 20.5% of the DP parents were
incompatib;e as'were 8. f the CS. PV (11.1%) did not get along
with their parents, as did 3.9% of the cs and 3% of the DP. Twelve
percent of the PV felt their homelife was not pleasant, as did 6.5%
of the ds and 8.1% of the DP. PV0(30.6% had run away from home
(usually beciuse of resentment to punishthent), as had 7.3% of the a
and 19.0% of the-DP. PV .(24.2%) had relatives who had been in jail,'
versus 11.3% of the CS and 18,0% of the DP.

I

§Ocioeconomic Background.' PV (2.1%) came from ,a bad section of
the commtiity, as did 1:0rof the CSAnd 3.6% of the DP. However,
this did not corroborate with estimates of family incomd. The finan-
cial situation of 31.9% of the PV families was poor, versus 15% of
the CS and 14.3% of the DP.' The families of PV (35.1%) were on relief
at some time, as were 10.8% of the CS and,24% of the DP,.

,

PV families consistently moved more frequently than the others.
Only sligyt differences wereobserved in early truancy between groups.
The PV changed jobs more frequently than the others. Fifty percent of

: the PV preferred outdoor athletics for recreation and 33% of the PV
preferred a combination of outdoor/indoor recreation, while 20% of the
CS preferred outdoor recreation' and 75% of the DP preferred a com-
bination.

.

A fourth'of the Civilian offenses were atrribstable to drinking.
PV (22.4%) .g4 drunk frequently,'; compared to 4.6% of the CS and
18.9% of the DP. PV (34.5%) "got into trouble as a result of drink-

.ing," versus SO% of ,the CS and 19% of the DP. The use of drugs was

0.

Marital,lisrory. The mean age at which the PV.was married was
'20.5 years; cOtapared to 22.1 yearst for the DP. Forty-four peicent of
the PV ware m4ried, versus 23.8% of'thq CS and 25.5% of the DP.
Twenty-two pettaent of the PV had been married before, compared to-

92.0% of the ill. The divorce rate was 27.8% for the PV, versus 12.0%
of the DP. TOenty-seven percent of thq PV -did not get along well with
their wives, dbmpared to:641% of- the DP.

P
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Educational ,Background. The average ed cational level of the PV
was 8.1 yeart, range 0-14 years. For the DP, 10.3 years was the average
last grade completed, range 5-14 years. The P started_school at an .

average age of 6.1 years; 5.6 years was the average age for the DP. '

PV (16.3%) said they had trouble with teachers, compared to 30.6% of the
CS an4,16.8% of the DP, PV (11.4%) had trouble with other students,
verkls 24.3% of the CS and 16.0% of the DP.

Most school failures occurred in the third sand fifth grades.

Sixty-one percent of the PV listed going to work as their reason
for leaving school, compared to 23.6% of the DP.

Self Evaluation. The PV' tended_ to identify himself with the
positive trails of others, while he over-evaluated his positive traits
and under-eValuated his ddve4ee traits. Both DP and CS listedbore
characteristics of the depreciating kind..

'

7 .

85. Loae, B., anornsweet, A.C. "Naval personal inventory and aval
offender," United States Navy Medical Bulletin, 1949, 49(
289-295.

Problem

,

To ascertain the .efficacy of applying the Navar Pers nal Iriven-
tory to the prediction,of disciplinary problems due to psychopAhology.

.k

Sub ects .

, \Unselected Navy court martial prisdners (1,239) Of whicif 1,121
were White and '118 were, Negro; 243 were awaiting trial and 996' were
serving sentences. . .

Scope

The.Naval Personal Inventory, which is a screening device, was
used to determine if psychiatric interviewing is warranted.

Results and Conclusions
.

The Naval Personal Inventory has two parts; Part I is an abbre-
viaton of the Cornell Selectee Index, and Part II is a short form .of
the Shipley Inventory. A cutoff score of eiglyor more was arbi-
trarily used for the first part, and one of male on the second.

Fifty percent of those in the brig scored high enough on the
first part to warrant psychiatric interviewing. Seventy-five percent
of those in the brig scored high enough on the second part to warrant
psychiatric interviewing.

1

. f

A
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A Autoff of eight' plus yielded ±10% false positives, however 55i
,

ot\the'brig populitipnsCOres were eight 9r less, yet psychodiagngsis
'yielded fipdings.- ,*

.-
\

. .
.

It .

Negroes scored si nificantly'higher on both parts. .
, .

/
- .

') t
. Yhe\authots concl at the scale does not serve -as an aid in

predicting bffenses. r

86. Cain, te9 F., and Richmond, Mark S. "The success and,failu4 of 926
naval offenders," Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology, 1947,
`37, 390-407.

4

) Problem

.

To compile factors relating' to successes and failures of Navy
general court Wartial offeriders restored to duty under war,time con-f,.
ditions.

Subjects
, ---.

Men (926) released fr confinement during March 1945, averaging
-6.4 months of confinement:

eCope ,

614 (66.31 %) made subsequent successful adjustment,

312 (33.69%) failed to adjust properly

889 (of the 926) were confined fot AWOL, AOL of
- desertion convictions

. The ,data was based entirely on performance records of the subjects
The follow-up period was six months after release. Psychiatric f d-
ings, psychometric data, and social case histories were not available
for analysis. There are four types of confinement activities in the
Navy: (1) Prisons -- long term and serious offenders; (2) Disciplinary
Barracks -- short term offenders not qualified for Retraining Command;
(3) Retraining Command -- short term tractable offenders with the best
prospect's for return to duty; and (4) Brigs -- primarily for sentences
,othetr than general court martial.

Result and Conclusions

Four disciplinary barracks were involved in the study and their
success rates varied from 47.8% to 74.5%. The men' from the most suc-
cessful discharge barrac were significantly, more often service-rated
.(trained);morellikely o have had their last duty on a ship; been

CV assigned from receiving station ship- receiving station. SuCcesses

120
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av ed 30.8 days between assignments longer than fai
more ikely. to be on a,dhip at follow-up. Tie high fai
in a greaterperZentage of men with less time

- Other barrac s.

ures, and were
ure barracks

,

erv'ce than the

The length of sentence h d no bearing on the eventual success or
failure.

The nature extent of preiTious delinquency appears to be a'fac-
tor in success or allure., Seventy-five percent of the failures and
62.5% of tha successes had preirious naval. offenses.

Most of the men who failed did'so'through AWOL 296.7%) gain,
an er half of them failed before they reached a new duty station.
The'a rage length of time until the post release offense was 35 'days.

:The length'of time between confinement facility and'the next'duty
station was significantly different. The successes averaged 21.9 days
between-assignments and the failures averaged 10.9 days.

8j.= Locke, B., Cornsweet,-A.C1, omberg, W., and Apuzzo,A.A.
.

",Study of

1063 naval offenders," United States Navy Medical Bulletin, 1945,
44, 73-86.-

. -

Problem

To disclver the factord which might lead a man'to be placed in a
4 ''patal bfigf

3.

4
Subjects

Unselected court martial admissions.(1,063) toa naval disci-
plinary barracks.

§corte,

', Dat colleCted from records and infoimallon gleaned at an '.

b ,

intake erview atethe disciplinary barracks. ,. .

r

Resultsan0 Conclusions

',.94.0%\of -ihe total admisdiOns -was for AWOL

':,53.4%WkTE;:repeatera < .

,16'.7% had Aril convictions `prior to entering the Navy
..AVerage schocging was- 9.3 grates

47.9%, weremar4ed, 1.7% divorced or separated p

.32% admitted. truancy wilile,in school ',

.6.4% had'been expielled from dchooI ,
.

. -

M

a
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00-

.2.2% had been suspended

.1.4% had spent sometime in truant or reform school .

.Average length of.time for AWOL wab 33.83 days, the median,
was 16.23 days; average AOL was 33.09 days; with a median

15'02 days

Reason given for AWOL were:

.Illness (of person, family, or

Number Claiming Reason

-4'nervousness) 265
.Dislike ,(of Navy; ship, officers, r

shipmates, or duty) o 4 160
. .v

.Homesiakness 130
,Wanted to be free to have a good time 67
.Family trouble . 31

ark

88. Smith, Thomas H., Gott, C. Deene, and Bottenbekg', Robert A.
Predicting thPotential for Active Duty Success of Rehabili-
tated Air Force Prisoners, Report No. PRL-TR-67-16, Lackland Air
Force Base, Texas: Personnel Research Laboratory, Aerospace
Medical Division fir Force Systems' Command, October 1967.

Prllem .

To predidt which -Air Force prisoner's may be restored to duty,
'and which should be discharged.

Subjects

411 P
The computation sample was 1,303 of the 6,799 retrainees who had

been released between 1952 and 1962. The cross-validation sample
was 583 of the 664 retrainees who passed through the Retraining Group.
betweefi January 1964 and June 1965. The follow-up period for the .

cross-validation sample was six months.

Scope

Two multiple regression analyses were made try use of a Computer
on a sample of former retrainees. Datd was gathered on 139 variables;.
expansion of the 139 variables rjsulted in 687 variables being ana-
lyzed: There were'three possible outcomes for the retrainees: dis-
charge, successful. return to duty, or failure 'after return to duty.
Across- validation sample was included in the study. Prediction scores
were arrived at by totaling the 'regression weights of the items. Upper
and lower cutoff scores left a mid-range of unpredictables.
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1.

Results and Conclusions
,.. ,

..

l. .A.61-variable prediction equation was derived from the first and-
Plysis.' .0)0 the cross-validation &ample this system was 67.7% accurate in

-41.
. predicting successes and 58.7% accurate in predicting failurgg for in

.

'overa*accuracy,of 61.7%. _

The second analysis resulted in a 13-item system of objective items
suitable for hand analysis. This system was accurate in the cross-vali-
dation sample 77.4% of the time for successes and 72.5% of the time for
failures, for an overall accuracy of 74.6%.

.;

The 13 variables are:

1. Base of referral
2. GED not necessary, high school diploma received
3. Months remaining oCcurrent enlistment
4 Number of prior military convictions

' 5. 'Present offense -- AWOL or desertion
6. No criminality among members of family a

7. Sent to base guardhouse
8. Dishonorable ddilcharge id court martial sentence

. 9 Mother did not work'
10. Present..offense involved violenCe

tt
,...:11.

i 12..

Father served in no military
No intent to make careerof Air Force

/.
13. Nevet removed from technical school

This article also contained a very good review of, prediction
Af Studies and methodolggy.

,e

.
In rtviiwing prediction studies, Smith cites the following major

"studies, fiiii.Ong the following items the most successful:

4

S

Glueck (1966)'

1. SUpervisibn.of boy by mother
2. Discipline of boy by mother .

3. *Family cohesiveness

California Youth Authoritz,(Beverl, 1965)

1, Age at first .admission
2. Age at4releas

', 3. Number of prlor'commitments
4. Committing offense (crime against people versus other)
5. Mental rating
6. Race,
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- Fisher
(1962)

4r,

. .4

Vichemand Zahhd (1965)

Length of sentence
2. Age
3s Narita status

Number'of pfevious convictions
5. 'Parole supervisiowagency
6: --institution from which released

Cowden (1966)

, '

ti
' 1. Agi

2. Clinical personality ratings t

..,
3. Meaitreb of institutional adjustett (Cowden rejected

home environmeht-t'sriahlesastnon-significant),
.. . .

,

.1 .

In terms of pre4ic'PlAg 4uccesgfUl refurn, Air Farce l'isoners.,
r. ..

, _Ward, Holdreie, and Lawrenc0,(1960), Gordon ay Bottenberg '1\

, and Flyer (1963) found the following items successful:
t a

,L: Number of ,yeais of formal Oducation
2. Scores on enlistment classification batteries
3. Basic_ - .-- ratings

4

p

Age

Smith summarizes four approaches to weighting jlems:

C

1. The unit weighting, such as Burgess used in 1928, allows.
" for one point for each characteristic a parolee has fn common with s

successful paroleesAn'the.past. The points are totaled to yield the \

',potential parolee's probability of successful parole. (The,objection
to this technique is that it'cannot reflect the relative imkrtance of

..-
each of the itevs/-.)

2. In the Gluecks' Weighting technique for, each Item
(usually five), the subject is given a number eguAl to the percentage
of delinquents possessing thR.,characteriStic. Thus, the scoreis.added
to place the individual in one of three risk categories. (The objec-
tion to this technique is that it does not allow for interaction, ef-
fects between the variables.)

3. Glaser,(1962) has developed a configuration table as a
method of weighting and summarizing the predictive potential.of mul-.
tiple variables. The configuration table is constructed by lotting
the most discriminative predictbrOdown to the least diScriminative
in 'terms of percentage'. The dampie is divided by the most discrimi-
native predictor, and theh he next most discriminative predictor sub-

, divides, and so on. From such a table the strength tf each variable
aldne and a combination may be seen, however, value judgments must be
applied in determining significance, and there is no standard procedUre
for constructing configuration tables. ,1
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4. Multiple linear regression analysis is a mathematicatly
Wmplicated procedure for achieving optimum weights for predictor vari-
ables while accounting fceintercorrelations between variables. The
California Youth Authority has applied this type of weighting system
in Beverly's 19594 1964, and 1965 studies.

k

4

1
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SUMMARY

The researcher in the area of prediction of parole success and
delinquency will discover the following:

\
1. There is a wide'variation in the definition of criminal

- behavior.
.

2. The base rate of criminal behavior must be known ro'

judge the effectiveness of a prediction instrument. a

ar

3. There are three basic types of information measured:

,
a. background variables
b. personality variables , ..

c. family variables
.,

.

4. Questionnaires involve direct or gliarded questions,

Presented either signed or anonythously; there seems to be no dif-

ferences in results. .

. "

5. There are two basic methods Of obtaining data:

,a.' Administer thVilatrument, wait for follow-up
thtn determine rates.

b. Pick previously, defined populations and
determineedifferences.

- , .
.R,

Approaches to research include the following:
,...

I .

a. Identify potential delinquents' at the stert'of

their .public school tareers.(involves a base
zlite of approximately five pereent delinquent).

b. Identify potential delinquents at adolescence
from "bad neighborhoods" (involves a base fate
of approximately 50Z delinquent).

7. 'Study populations have included the following:

rs
a. Jiivenile detention centers (involves a babe

rate.of approximately 50% delinquent).

b. ,..Prisons (involves a Vase. rate of approxi-
mately 60% recidivism),

, , c. Potential military offenders at induction
centers (involves a base rate of appoxi-
mately five percent offenders).

,
d. Military correctional facilities (involves

e baserate of,apprqximately 40% recidivism).

do,

.1

O
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The following table identifie
studies and summarizes them accor
History Variables." Studies con
parole success and delinquency
Were found to be significant
environment found in 91% mil
number of offenses whkth ar

the variables used in the preceding
ing to several categories of "Personal

erned with civilian prediction of
ccounted

4
for 75% of the variables which

r, purposes of prediction. The unique
tary service, in combination with the,
strictly military in nature, could account

for thedisproportionate percentage of significant relationships found
in studies\ of military prediction of.parole success and delinquency.
Additionally,the
military:personne
of parole success.

ively short time of service of the majority of
does not allow for thorough follow-up in the area

The personal history variabled of family, personality school
record were the most studiedcategorra, accounting for 42.a. ofkhe
variables studied. Significant relationships were found in 44% of

0 the articles which were categorized under School Record and 40% of
thole under PerSonility; also 38% of the articles dealing with Incar- ")(

,ceration Record and /5ijof those studying Family. The categories,of
Arrest Record, Employment Record and Marriage also appear to be
impprtant in terms of the number of significant relationshipsrelative,
to the total-number of 'times.variables.ol_these types were studied.
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